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THE PRESIDENT’S CORNER 
 

by Lyman R. Caswell 
 

 Let’s get acquainted.  One of the first things that I thought of, after I recently became 
president of The Society for Hungarian Philately, is that the members of the Society need to become 
better acquainted with each other.  So, let me start our acquaintanceship with a bit about myself.  I 
was introduced to stamp collecting by my second-grade teacher.  A stamp dealer in Evansville, 
Indiana, taught me how to use hinges. My parents would leave me in his little store while they went 
shopping.  I always managed to spend all the money they gave me for stamps.  My stamp budget is 
larger today, but I still have no difficulty spending it! 
 After the usual teen-age break from stamps for other interests (girls, for example), and then 
for university (Indiana U. and Michigan State U.), I resumed collecting in 1959 with the purchase of a 
very large accumulation that included a 20,000-stamp worldwide collection that had been made up in 
Hungary in the late 1930s.  It contained a lot of fascinating Hungarian material, and that’s where my 
interest in Hungarian philately began.  
 I am now retired from a 39-year career as a professor of chemistry, 33 of those years at Texas 
Woman’s University (Denton, Texas).  Upon retirement, we moved to Seattle, and my wife Ruth 
(also a retired professor) caught the collecting bug from me.  We belong to two Seattle-area stamp 
clubs and both of us are active in the Pacific Northwest philatelic scene. 
 One of my specialties is Hungarian postage dues and their usages.  Sometimes I am asked, 
“Why do you collect that?”  There are several answers to that question.  The quickest and simplest is, 
“I find it interesting.”  That answer can, of course, be given for any collecting interest.  I’ll give you a 
more detailed answer in a future column. 
 What do you find interesting?  What do you collect?  Let’s get acquainted!    
 Build your collection.  Do you bid on lots offered in the SHP auctions?  Do you offer 
consignments for the auctions?  It takes both activities to keep the auctions running, and it’s good for 
the SHP, too.  See the last page of each issue of The News for details.  Is there some unusual item you 
really need for your collection, but can’t find?  Place a want ad on the same back page, and see what 
turns up.     

 
 

KUDOS & WELCOME 
 

 Congratulations to our exhibitors!  Lyman Caswell won a gold medal at SEAPEX and at 
Chicagopex with his one-frame exhibit titled The 1953 Commemorative Postage Due Stamps of 
Hungary.  Lyman also received a vermeil at SEAPEX for the exhibit Hungarian Postage Dues of the 
Pengő-fillér Period 1926-1945. 
 Welcome to our newest members: Mr. Alex Ray of Prince George, BC, Canada; Mr. 
William Whitman of Green Valley, AZ; and Ms. Barbara Ziemba of Riverside, IL. 

 
 
 

SUMMARY OF THE MINUTES OF THE EMERGENCY SESSION OF THE SHP 
EXECUTIVE BOARD, NOVEMBER 2011 

 
Submitted by Greg Gessell, Board Secretary 

 
Subject: Resignation of Bill Wilson as President. 
Motions: 
 A motion was made and seconded for acceptance of Bill Wilson's resignation as president:  7 for, 
0 against, 1 member not voting.  Motion carried. 
 A motion was made and seconded to make the appointment of vice president Lyman Caswell as 
president:  7 for, 0 against, 1 member not voting.  Motion carried. 
 Motion was made and seconded for the acceptance of Greg Gessell's offer to prepare a power-
point presentation on Hungarian philately:  7 for, 0 against, 1 member not voting.  Motion carried. 
 Motion was made and seconded to Decision to hold a society meeting at SEAPEX 2012, 26-28 
October, 2012:  7 for, 0 against, 1 member not voting.  Motion carried. 
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Requests / Guidance: 
 The Council President requested that the minutes would be distributed prior to the next board 
meeting tentatively 16 Jan, 2012.  
 The Council President requested reports from Wes, Csaba, Jim, and Greg to attach to the call for 
meeting.   Please have them ready by Thursday, January 5, 2012. 
 The Council President will probably contact each of you by e-mail within the next few days with 
questions and suggestions about items for the agenda of the January meeting.  Among items that must 
be considered are selection of a vice president, and making plans for the SEAPEX meeting.  The 
business of this meeting having been completed, Mr. Caswell declared it adjourned. 

   
 
 

SOCIETY FOR HUNGARIAN PHILATELY  

Treasurer's Report  -  Year Ending December 31, 2011  

submitted by Wes Learned, Treasurer  
               
Beginning Balance 1-1-2011 $1,122.99   Expenses:  

    (Checking - First Wyoming Bank)        Newsletter:  

                        Printing 1234.93 

Income:                         Postage 1084.76 

        Auctions 277.25                       Envelopes 89.86 

        Donations 55.00                       Labels 0.00 
       
        Sales:       Other Expenses:  

            Book Sales 0.00           Postage (Board) 17.60 

            Sales Circuit 0.00  

         State of CT Corp. Filing 

Fee 50.00 

            Bound Editions 0.00           Display Ad - Am. Philatelist 0.00 

            News Ads 0.00           Renewal: Domain names 282.69 
       
        Dues 2278.61           CD Interest Roll-over 332.56 
       
        Interest (checking) 0.83  Total Expenses 3092.40 

        Interest (1 yr. CD)  124.92    

        Interest (91 Day CD's) 26.28   Ending Balance 12/31/11:   

           First Wyoming Checking  974.84 

Total Income: 2762.89        First Wyoming CD's (91 day) 7392.28 

    Redemption 91 Day CD 332.56        First Wyoming CD   1 Yr 11428.42 

Beginning Balance plus Deposits 4067.24          SHP Auction Account  1395.20 
     
   Total Assets $21,190.74  

 
 
 

HUNGARIAN PHILATELY BLOG 
 

by Alan Bauer 
 

 The Hungaria Stamp Exchange is launching a blog of Hungarian philately and its portrayal 
of Hungarian history and culture.  We heard from many of you in response to our newsletter and you 
indicated that you enjoyed hearing from us.  And now the Blog is here!  We hope you will enjoy the 
entries and would sincerely appreciate your comments and feedback. 
     The first topic is St Stephen's Crown.  Future topics planned for the blog are 
 
 
 
 
 Your suggestions are welcome for additional topics of interest to you.  We hope you'll enjoy 
the blog and send us your comments. 

 Heroes Square and the Millennium monument 
 The Lánchíd (Chain Bridge) 
 1919 Occupation of Hungary 

 

 The historical city of Pécs 
 Hungarian artists and their works 
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  And for now the first topic St Stephen's Crown is just a click away at: 
 

http://blog.hungarianstamps.com/ 
 

Hungaria Stamp Exchange 
PO Box 3024 

Andover, MA 01810 USA 
Phone - (888) 868-8293 Fax - (866) 500-2644 

Website - http://www.hungarianstamps.com/  
Twitter - @hunstamps / Facebook - http://www.facebook.com/hungarianstamps 

  
 
 

SOCIETY HUNGARIAN PHILATELY EXECUTIVE BOARD MEETING – 16-19 JAN 2012 
 

Submitted by Greg Gessell, Secretary 
 

1. Call to Order.   
2. Opening Traditions. Pledge of Allegiance said at computer. 
3. Reading the Minutes. (Minutes of the emergency on-line meeting of November 25 are 

attached)   
4. Board Reports (for discussion if needed) 

 Wes Learned, Treasurer.  One Attachment 
   Csaba Kohalmi, Editor 
 Jim Gaul, Auction Chair.  Four attachments 
 H. Alan Hoover, Webmaster 

5. Greg Gessell, Secretary.  One Attachment 
6. Membership and Recruitment 
7. SEAPEX Meeting Plans, October 26-28.  Csaba has volunteered to provide a "club frame" at 

SEAPEX, and Lyman will pay the frame fee. A meeting room has been reserved for SHP on 
Friday, October 26:  1 - 2 p.m. for board meeting and 2 - 4 p.m. for open meeting with a 
popular talk on some aspect of Hungarian philately.  In the evening a dinner at one of 
Seattle's fine restaurants.  Come to Seattle, bring an exhibit and socialize! 

8. Lyman has sent an inquiry to New York 2016 about Society participation.   No answer has 
been received so far. 

9. Old or new business:  
 
Motions: 
 
 A motion was made, seconded and approved for Alan Bauer to be elected Vice President. 
Welcome Alan! 
 A motion was made, seconded and approved for the minutes of the November emergency session. 
A motion was made, seconded and approved to continue the "3 Year Discount Dues Plan. 
 Motion was made, seconded and approved to Decision to hold a society meeting at SEAPEX 
2012, 26-28 October, 2012. 
 
Requests / Guidance: 
 
 Csaba has sent a clarification of the terms of office of the president, vice president, secretary and 
treasurer.  They are four year terms all which end at the end of 2012.  Election of officers for 2013-
2017 will be held at the SEAPEX meeting in October.  
 The Council President received reports from Wes, Csaba, Jim, and Greg (Note that Jim has 
submitted the report for the fourth auction of 2011).  
 Wes has pointed out that the website was out-of-date.  This was fixed immediately now that Allan 
is back on line. 
  
The business of this meeting having been completed, Mr. Caswell declared it adjourned on 16 Jan 
2012.  

 

http://www.hungarianstamps.com/
http://www.twitter.com/hunstamps
http://www.facebook.com/hungarianstamps
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HUNGARIAN PHILATELIC AND SUPPORTING REFERENCE LIBRARY 
 

compiled by Robert B. Morgan 
 

/ The following list of philatelic titles is sorted alphabetically by author.  It may be a little inconvenient to use 
since looking up work by title or subject description involves scanning all of the entries. Unfortunately, sorting 
by title or subject would be equally tedious.  Bob did a tremendous favor for all of us by putting together this 
list.  I was able to contribute about two dozen additional entries.  Several more foreign-language stamp 
catalogs such as Bolaffi, Yvert, and Zumstein are obvious candidates for this list.  If any of our members has 
information about titles that they would like to publicize, please don’t hesitate to send them to the editor for 
inclusion in a future appended list.  Ed. / 

 
1. Alföldi L; Talas S.: Die ungarische Luftpost Handbuch und Katalog Band 1. 1870-1930.  

Publisher: TAL G. St. Gallen, 1993.  A catalogue of Hungarian Airmails with many illustrations.  
Written in German. 

2. Arato, Steven: Reengraving Repairs on the Fifth Column of the 1874-81 3 Krajcár Type 
I Stamp. Publisher: Society for Hungarian Philately, 1994.  Monograph series Number 6.  Translated 
from Hungarian by Csaba L. Kohalmi.   Illustrations and descriptions of the title’s subject.  Written in 
English and Hungarian.  

3. Bán, Willy: A Magyar Postabélyegek Adattára 1871-1943.  Publisher: A Hungária Magyar 
Bélyeggyüjtök Köre, Budapest, 1943.  A catalogue of Hungarian stamps with detailed printing data of 
all stamps issued to 1943, written in Hungarian. 

4. Bányai, Richard A.: The Legal and Monetary Aspects of the Hungarian Hyper-Inflation 
1945-1946. Published: Self, Phoenix, AZ, 1971.  A study of history’s greatest hyperinflation.  Written 
in English.  

5. Bell, Robert M.: Folded Typewriter Postcards.  Publisher: Self, 2008.  A groundbreaking 
study covers every aspect of the commercially used folded typewriter postcards’ beginning, growth, 
and decline.  Such cards printed and used in Hungary is a significant part of this special field of 
collecting postal history. Written in English.  

6. Benford, Mervyn: The Visszatért Period in Hungarian Philately.  Publisher: Self. Oxford, 
UK. 1989.  A complete study of Hungary’s Visszatért (returned) territories’ history, mails and 
cancellations during 1938-1941.  Profusely illustrated, user-friendly 154 page book includes all 
towns’ names with dates of returns.  Written in English.  

7. Benford, Mervyn: Water in Hungarian Philately.  Publisher: The Hungarian Philatelic 
Society of Great Britain. Banbury, UK. 1993.  A specialist collection with illustrations and 
descriptions.  Written in English. 

8. Bér, Andor; Makkai, László; Surányi, László: Handbook of the Hungarian Pre Stamp 
Mail, A Magyar Posta Bélyegelötti Bérmentesitéseinek és Bélyegzöinek Kézikönyve.  Publisher: 
TÉKA, 2000. New updated information on pre-stamp mail cancellations, markings and rates are 
added.  Written in Hungarian, German and English.  

9. Bér, Andor; Fogarasi, Barna; Gazda, István; Surányi, László: Bélyeg Lexikon.  Publisher: 
Gondolat, Budapest, 1988.  A complete, well illustrated philatelic-terms lexicon 668 pages.  Written 
in Hungarian.  

10. Berecz, Victor G. Jr.: The Pioneer Period of Hungarian Airmail.  Publisher: The American 
Air Mail Society, Mineola, NY, USA. 1996.  A most comprehensive book written on the postal 
history of Hungary’s Airmail.  Well organized in chronological order, profusely illustrated book 
indispensible to the collectors of Hungary’s Airmail.  Written in English.  

11. Bernhardt, Gyula: Válogatás 100 Év Alkalmi Bélyegzéseiböl 1896-1996.  Publisher: Self.  
Quantity of the book produced: 15.  To commemorate Hungary’s 1100 year existence the author 
searched for and illustrated the special cancellations the country’s history.  Hungary’s political, 
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economy, literature, art, sports, philately, foreign events, space events, etc., are illustrated with 
selected commemorative cancellations.  Written in Hungarian.  

12. Bernhardt, Gyula: 150 éves a Magyar Vasút a Magyar Posta Alkalmi Bélyegzésein.  
Publisher: Self. Miskolc, 1997.  Printed in quantity: 50.  Every aspect of the railway’s beginning, 
development, engine, railroads, etc., is documented with special cancellations and commemorated in 
this work.  Written in Hungarian.  

13. Bölcskei, Imréné; Dobó, Attila; Visnyovszki, Gábor; Voloncs, Gábor: Magyar Posta és 
Illetékbélyeg Katalogus 2011 (Catalogue of the Postage and Revenue Stamps of Hungary).  
Publisher: Philatelia Hungarica Kft., Budapest, 2010.  The annually published catalogue (this year 
512 pages) profusely illustrated with color picture of each issued Hungarian stamp.  Each stamp 
shows the Hungarian and Michel catalogue numbers as well as the prices of mint and used stamps and 
the imperforated sets.  Each catalogue includes a CD and a booklet of privately issued souvenir 
sheets.  The preface, a short history of Hungarian stamps and context headings are written in 
Hungarian, English and German.  The body of the catalogue itself is in Hungarian. 

14. Brainard, Christopher E.: Catalogue of Hungarian Occupation Issues 1918-1921. 
Overprints and Stamps of Original Design.  Publisher: Self, 2006.  The second edition, 70-page, 
easy to navigate, well illustrated work is considered THE ‘reference catalogue’ and must-have-book 
for collectors of the post-World War I-era ‘Occupation’ issues.  The catalog includes a guide for 
identifying genuine overprints using oversize illustrations.  Written in English.  

15. Buzássy Lajos, Dr.: Bán Willy: A Magyar Postabélyegek Adattára 1943-48. Publisher: A 
Hungária Magyar Bélyeggyüjtök Köre, 1948. After Bán Willy’s death in 1945, Dr. Buzássy followed 
up with this catalogue using Bán’s and his own data. Written in Hungarian.  

16. Bylen, Peter: Carpatho-Ukraine Catalog-Checklist.  Published by Ukrainian Philatelic 
Resources, Westchester, Ill., USA. 1995.  The book is dedicated to the pioneers of Carpatho-Ukraine 
philately Béla Simády and Miroslav Blaha.  A detailed list and pictures of Hungarian stamps 
overprinted follows the National Council of Carpatho-Ukraine issues with assigned catalogue 
numbers.  Written in English.  

17. Bylen, Peter (Part I), Técsy, Miklós (Part II.): Part I.: A Synopticon of Carpatho-Ukraine 
Postage Stamps. Part II.: The Concordance of Catalog Numbers for Local Issues and 
Occupation Overprints on Hungarian and Austro-Hungarian Military Stamps 1918-1920/1944-
1945.  Published: Society for Hungarian Philately, Fairfield, CT.2000.  The Part I., study uses 
numbers from six catalogues.  Written in English.  

18. Czirók, Dénes: A Kocsiposta Története és Viteldíjrendszerei Magyarországon 1750 és 
1850 Között. Published: Self, Budapest, 1995.  A major study of the history and rates of the 
stagecoach mail in Hungary between 1750 and 1850.  Illustrations of original documents and rate 
tables.  Original documents and rate tables.  Written in Hungarian.  

19. Czirók, Dénes: A Kocsipósta Története és Viteldíjrendszerei Magyarországon 1850 és 
1888 Között. Published: Self, Budapest, 1996.  A major work of the history and rates of the 
stagecoach mail in Hungary between 1850 and 1888.  Illustrations of original documents and rate 
tables.  Written in Hungarian.  

20. Czirók Dénes: Krajcár-Turul Mixed Frankings.  Published: Self.  Budapest, 2008.  A 
detailed study of the subject that was presented at MAFITT’s World Meet on 19, August, 2008.  
Written in Hungarian. 

21. Czirók, Dénes; Karl Endrődi: Ungarische Zusatzfrankaturen auf den 
Korrespondenzkarten 1869 und 1871.  Publisher: self.  2002.  Describes and illustrates the uprated 
postal cards issued in 1869 and 1871 by the Hungarian Post.  An excellent reference of frankings used 
to pay for registration and non-domestic usage of these cards.  It is also well-illustrated with color 
images.  Written in German. 
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22. Dehn, Roy A.: The Pošta Československá Overprint.  Publisher: Czechoslovak Philatelic 
Society of Great Britain.  Monograph no. 3.  1985.  An excellent guide showing all varieties of the 
overprints used on Austrian and Hungarian stamps.  Written in English. 

23. Dobó, Attila: A Magyar Tekercsbélyegek Kézikönyv és Katalógus.  Publisher: A Magyar 
Bélyeggyüjtök Országos Szövetsége, Budapest, 1996.  A complete study and catalogue of the coil 
stamps of Hungary.  Written in Hungarian with a short summary in German.  

24. Domonkos, William: The Concordance of Catalog Numbers for the Postage Stamps of 
Hungary. Publisher: Society for Hungarian Philately, Fairfield, CT, USA, 1999.  Monograph series 
Number 7.  A most useful cross-reference work for all Hungarian stamps (up to 1980) with five 
catalogue numbers: Hungarian, Zumstein, Scott, Michel and Yvert.  Written in English.  

25. Entwistle, Charles R.: Undercover Addresses of World War II.  Publisher: Chavril Press, 
Pert, Scotland, 1992.  Clandestine mail during WWII., allowing communication between enemy 
countries via a neutral country (Portugal).  Written in English.  

26. Ettre, Leslie S.: Issues of Western Hungary (Lajtabánság) in 1921.  Published by Society 
for Hungarian Philately, 1971.  Monograph series Number 3.  A major work on the nine issues of 
Lajtabánság, the issue of Jennersdorf and the two issues of Burgenland.  Catalogue of the same issues 
included.  Written in English.  

27. Ettre, Leslie S.: Hungary Error Prints Variations 1900-1944.  Publisher: Society for 
Hungarian Philately, Fairfield, CT., 1971.  Monograph series Number 2.  A listing of error prints and 
their descriptions.  Not too useful illustrations.  Written in English.  

28. Ettre, L.S.: Hotel Post of the Siebenbürgischerein Karpathenverein  Hohe Rinne and 
Bistra. Publisher: Society for Hungarian Philately, Norwalk, CT, 1977.  Monograph Series Number 
5.  An important work on the history and stamps/cancellations/rates of Hohe Rinne and Bistra hotel 
posts. Written in English.  

29. Dr. Ettre, László: Az Erdélyi Magánhotelposták Története a XIX. Század Éveiben és a 
XX. Század Elsö Negyedében. Published: Magyar Bélyeggyüjtök Országos Szövetsége, Budapest, 
1986.  A major work on the Transylvania private hotel posts’ history, stamps’ printing, mail, 
cancellations, etc.  Well illustrated.  Written in Hungarian. 

30. Filep, László: Magyar Emlékívek Katalógusa 1921-1997 / Katalog Ungarischer Privat-
Gedänkblätter.  Publisher: RFR, Kft., Budapest, 1997. Catalog of Hungarian private-issue souvenir 
sheets between 1921 and 1997.  Written in Hungarian and German. 

31. Dr. Flóderer, István: Magyarország Ajánlási Ragjegyei 1890-1977.  Publisher: Magyar 
Bélyeggyüjtök Országos Szövetsége, Budapest, 1981.  Catalogue of Hungary’s registration postal 
labels up to 1977, includes the history, regulations and known variations.  Color pictures, catalogue 
numbers and point valuations.  Written in Hungarian. 

32. Dr. Flóderer, István; Voloncs, Gábor; Surányi, László: Magyar Okmánybélyegek 
Kézikönyve / Handbook of Hungarian Revenues / Handbuch der Ungarische Stempelmarken.  
Publisher: Confide Global SA, Zürich, undated.  A complete catalog with valuations in points of all 
Hungarian revenue and municipal revenue stamps.  Written in Hungarian, English, and German. 

33. id. Gazda, István: Magyarországi Lengyel Katonai Táborok Postája 1939-1944.  
Publisher: Magyar Tudománytörténeti Intézet, Piliscsaba, 2000.  After September/October 1939, 
when both the Germans and the Russians invaded Poland, about 100,000 Polish military and civilians 
arrived to Hungary, where approximately 150 military and 114 civilian camps were set up 
comfortably for them.  This work is the postal history data of those camps’ existence and from and to 
correspondence.  Written in Hungarian.  

34. Glatz, István: The Turul Issues of 1900-1918.  A study of the subject.  It was presented at 
MAFITT’s (Magyar Filatéliai Tudományos Társaság) Magyar Bélyeg és Postatörténeti 
Világtalálkozón) World Meet 2008.  
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35. Hennig, Bernard A.: German Submarine Mail of World War I.  Publisher: Germany 
Philatelic Society, 1991.  This rare form of mail during WWI., is documented with many illustrations 
including mail from Hungary.  Written in English.  

36. Herner, János: Erdély és Részek Térképe és Helységnévtára.  Publisher Kristó Gyula, 
Szeged, 1987.  A study based on Lipszky János’ work published in 1806.  With detailed maps of 
Transylvania and its parts, a complete list of towns’ names is an indispensible book for collectors of 
Hohe Rinne and Bistra or for historians of Transylvania. Written in Hungarian. 

37. J. Barefoot: Hungarian Revenues.  Publisher: self, England, 2nd edition 1987.  A detailed, 
price catalog of Hungarian revenue stamps including municipal issues.  Written in English. 

38. Jászai, Emánuel János: A Magyar Bélyegek Katalógusa.  Publisher: Arnold Frigyes 
Bizomány Kiadása, Wien, 1927.  Hungarian-language stamp catalog.  

39. Király, Tibor: A Nyugat-magyarországi Felkelő Harcoktól A Civitas Fidelissa-ig.  
Publisher: self.  Sopron, 2001.  A history of the postage stamp issues and mail service during the 
1921 Lajtabánság / Western Hungary uprising the Sopron plebiscite.  Written in Hungarian. 

40. Koch, Paul-August, Dr.:  Die Internationalen Antwortscheine von Ungarn.  Publisher: 
Krenfeld-Tracer, 1983.  Describes the international reply coupons from Hungary.  Written in German. 

41. Kostyán, Ákos: A Magyar Bélyegek Monográfiája, Volumes I-VII ; Publisher: Közlekedési 
Dokumentációs Vállalat, Budapest, 1965, ff.  Complete reference work of Hungarian postal history, 
philately, and postal markings from the Middles Ages through the 1970s.  Written in Hungarian. 

42. Dr. Kamody, Miklós: A Rákóczy-szabadságharc Tábori Postája,  Publisher: A Miskolci 
Galéria Könyve #9.  1997.  A historical writeup of the field post offices, including maps of the routes, 
organized during Rákóczy’s freedom-fight, 1703-1711.  Written in Hungarian.  

43. Kropf, H.: Postwertzeichen im Königreiche Ungarn.  Deutschen Verein für 
Briefmarkenkunde, Prag, 1902.  Hungary’s stamps and postal stationeries.  Written in German.  

44. Krueger, Richard A.: Censorship of the Civil Mails in Occupied Austria 1945-1953.  
Publisher: Self, 1997.  The postal history of occupied Austria’s censored mail during the Four-
Powers’ Zones’ (U.S., British, French and Russian) existence.  Profusely illustrated book covers 
every aspect of the subject. Written in English. 

45.  Latham, John J.: Hungarian Airmail and Flights 1896-1976.  Publisher: Magyar Philatelic 
Society of Great Britain, 1974.  Extensive chronological listing of international airmail flights to and 
from Hungary as well as domestic regular and special flights.  Written in English. 

46. Latham, John J.: Magyar Légiposta-Magyarországi Repülöjáratok 1896-1978. Publisher: 
MABÉOSZ with support by Magyar Philatelic Society of Great Britain, Budapest, 1979. This work is 
the Hungarian translation by Dr. Steiner László of the previous entry. 

47. Lendon, Mark: The Regatul Romaniei Issues of Cluj and Oradea (1919).  Overprint on 
Hungarian Stamps.  A Guide for Collectors.  Publisher: self, 2011 (England).  A thorough study of 
the overprints guiding collectors through the maze of forgeries.  Written in English. 

48. Mackay, James: Guinness Különleges Bélyegek.  Publisher: Solaris KFT, Budapest, 1991’.  
The Hungarian language edition of Guinness’s ‘Special Stamps of the World’ includes many 
Hungarian stamps.  Written in Hungarian.  

49. Madarász, Gyula: Stamp Catalogue: The Stamps of the Austrian Postal Administration 
in Hungary 1850-1867, The Stamps of Hungary 1867-1871. Published: Magyar Bélyeggyüjtök 
Országos Szövetsége, Budapest, 1930s.  In his time the foremost authority of classical stamps of 
Hungary covered the subject in detail and with illustrations.  Written in English and Hungarian.  

50. Magyar Filatélia Vállalat: 1955/56 Magyar Bélyegek Katalógusa.  Publisher: Szentpáli 
Béla, CEO of Magyar Filatélia Vállalat, Budapest, 1956.  Catalogue of Hungarian stamps with prices 
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in Forint offered by the Hungarian Post’s retail business office.  Hungarian and Zumstein catalogue 
numbers used for mint and used stamps.  Written in Hungarian.  

51. Michel Europa Ost. Publisher: Schwaneberger Verlag, GMBH, München, 1973.  German-
language stamp catalog of stamp issues from Eastern Europe.  Published annually. 

52. Mihályfi, Ernö: A Magyar Alkalmi Bélyegzések Katalógusa.  Publisher: MABÉOSZ, 
Budapest, 1988. An immense work that documents in a catalogue format Hungary’s commemorative 
cancellations.  The numbering system is per year and the valuation point system ends in 1962.  
Written in Hungarian.  

53. Miles, David: Reference Book of Overprints on Hungarian Stamps.  Publisher: self, 
England, 1993.  A all-inclusive compilation of all overprints found on Hungarian, officially issued by 
the post office, occupation and local issues from Trianon Hungary as well as the successor states after 
both World Wars.  Written in English. 

54. Morgan, Robert B.: Hungary: ‘Single’ Stamps and ‘Fewest Stamps Used’ Frankings 
During the 1945-46 Hyper-Inflation.  Publisher: Self, Los Angeles, CA, 1992.  A groundbreaking 
work on the frankings of mail during the hyperinflation.  A unique valuation system allows the 
collector to ascertain a cover’s importance.  Written in English. 

55. Morgan, Robert B.: A Guide to Judging the Postal History of Hungary’s Hyperinflation 
1945-46. Publisher: Self, 1997.  It is available from the American Philatelic Society’s Library for 
judges to read up when studying for an upcoming exhibit on the subject.  Written in English. 

56. Morgan, Robert B.: The Hungarian Hyperinflation of 1945-1946.  Publisher: The 
Collectors Club of Chicago with the cooperation of the Society for Hungarian Philately, 2003.  A 
comprehensive philatelic study covering every aspect of the greatest hyperinflation the world has ever 
experienced.  Profusely illustrated. The book received the American Philatelic Congress’s Diane D. 
Boehret Award for the best philatelic book published in the U.S.A., during 2003-2004.  Written in 
English.  

57. Mueller, Edwin: Handbook of Austria and Lombardy-Venetia Cancellations on the 
Postage Stamp Issues 1850, 1858-59, 1860-61, 1863 and 1863-64.  Published by The Heinrich 
Geitner Ges.M.B.H., Wien, Austria, 1961.  A major work of the earliest cancellations and markings 
of Austria-Hungary, illustrated.  Written in German and English. 

58. Ozsváth, Lajos: Irodalmi Hungarica A Világ Bélyegein.  Publisher: MABÉOSZ, Budapest, 
1989. A listing of literature topic stamp related to Hungary or Hungarians from all around the world.  
Written in Hungarian. 

59. Philatelia Hungarica: Pricelist.  Publisher: Philatelia Hungarica, Budapest, 1957.  Wholesale 
price list for stamps offered by the Hungarian Post’s outlet for the worldwide philatelic trade 
(wholesale only).  Prices quoted in USD.  Prices for mint, used and imperforated stamps (when 
available).  Catalogue numbers are Scott, Zumstein and Michel.  Written in English.  

60. Philatelia Hungarica: Catalogue of Hungarian Stamps 1871-1971.  Publisher: Magyar 
Filatéliai Vállalat, Budapest, 1971.  A catalogue of Hungarian stamps with much useful information 
of each issued stamp (Watermark, perforation, validity dates, quantities, etc.) with retail prices of the 
time.  Each stamp has the assigned catalogue numbers of Hungary (Magyar Bélyegek Árjegyzéke), 
Stanley Gibbons and Scott.  Written in English.  

61. Philatelica: Stamp journal for the specialists.  Published by the Magyar Bélyeggyűjtők 
Országos Szövetsége (1971-1989) and the Magyar Filatéliai Tudományos Társaság (1990, 2011- ).  
Electronic copies including tables of contents are available for viewing online at Mafitt.hu.  Written 
in Hungarian, although English and German language translations are planned for new editions of the 
magazine. 

62. Pinterics, Sándor: A Magyar Gépbélyegzések – Betüzések Katalógusa. Francotyp, 
Midget, Hasler and Standard gépekkel.  Publisher: Szabolcsi Bélyegújság, 2004.  A reprint of a 
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1939 study by Örvös János enhanced with new data added.  Rare information on Hungary’s machine 
cancels.  Written in Hungarian.  

63. Rauch, Walter J., Dr.: Anmerkungen zur Postgeschichte der Karpathen-Ukraine, Teil 1 / 
2.  Publisher: self. 1975.  Postal history of the stamp issues of the Carpatho-Ukraine.  Written in 
German. 

64. Rádóczy, Gyula: A Legújabb Kori Magyar Pénzek 1892-1981.  Publisher: Corvina Kiadó, 
1984.  An important study of Hungary’s moneys of the Korona, Pengö (including the hyperinflation 
period) and Forint.  Written in Hungarian.  

65. Ryan, Gary S.: The Cancellations of Hungarian Post Offices on the First Five Issues of 
Austrian Stamps 1850-67 during the Austrian Administration.  Published: The Royal Philatelic 
Society, London, 1980. UK.  A comprehensive handbook and catalogue with illustrations of 
cancellations of the Hungarian Post Office during 1850-67.  Written in English.  

66. Schäffling, Otto Gábor: Die Turul-Ausgaben von Ungarn 1900-1914. Mitteilungsblatt Nr. 
6a. Publisher: Arge Ungarn (undated).  German-language description of the Turul stamp issues. 

67. Schäffling, Wilhelm and Otto: Hungarian Precancels.  Publisher: Society for Hungarian 
Philately, Fairfield, CT. 1973.  Monograph series Number 4.  The history of Hungary’s Precancel 
stamps.  Written in English.  

68. Scott Catalogue 2011 pages 743-842 of Hungary. Published: Scott Publishing Co., Sidney, 
OH. USA.  Annually published listing of stamps using Scott catalogue numbers and prices for mint 
and used stamps changing every 2-3 years. Stamps broken down into sections for regular, semi-
postal, air mail, air mail semi-postal, registration, postage dues, parcel post.  Color illustrations for 
one stamp only out of each set.  Written in English.  

69. Sebők, László: Magyar Neve.  A határokon túli helységnév-szótár. Publisher: Arany 
Lapok, 1990.  Contains the alphabetical name of all settlements from Historical Hungary that are now 
located in the successor states of Austria, Slovakia, Ukraine, Poland, Romania, Serbia, Croatia, and 
Slovenia.  The listing is both Hungarian to current name AND current name to Hungarian.  This is an 
indispensible tool for the postal history/cancellations collector. 

70. Dr. Simádi Béla: A Magyar Dijjegyes Postai Nyomtatványok Katalógusa 1867-1982.  
Publisher: Magyar Bélyeggyüjtök Országos Szövetsége, Budapest, 1983.  The first specialized book 
on Hungary’s postal stationeries listed and illustrated.  Sections for envelopes, aerogrammes, 
newspaper wrappers, closed postal cards, postal cards, reply-postal cards, report to police of moving 
in-or-out, money orders and forwarding moneys, telegrams and value declared, customs, savings, 
parcel for postal personnel, COD parcel post, an appendix for: military border, Hungarian post 0ffices 
in Romania, Romanian occupation, Serbian occupation, Nyiregyháza, Northern Transylvania, Hohe-
Rinne hotel post, Harbour Grace – Budapest flight, Joint Austria-Hungary issues for the border areas, 
Austria-Hungary military posts.  In addition, a very good dictionary for philatelic words in 
Hungarian, English, German, French and Russian.  Written in Hungarian.  

71. Dr. Simádi Béla: 1st Supplement (to A Magyar Dijjegyes Postai Nyomtatványok 
Katalógusa). Published: MABÉOSZ, Budapest, 1986.  Corrections for errors found in the 1st issue 
and newly discovered and issued postal stationeries.  Written in Hungarian.  

72. Dr. Simádi Béla: 2nd Supplement (to A Magyar Dijjegyes Postai Nyomtatványok 
Katalógusa). Published: MABÉOSZ, Budapest, 1988.  Newly found discrepancies and printing 
errors listed, new postal stationery issues, previously unlisted issues.  Written in Hungarian.  

73. Dr. Simádi Béla: 3rd Supplement’ (to A Magyar Dijjegyes Postai Nyomtatványok 
Katalógusa). Published: MABÉOSZ, Budapest, 1990.  Some recently discovered rarities, mainly 
postal cards issued up to the time of printing.  Written in Hungarian.  

74. Dr. Simádi, Béla: Kárpátalja Postatörténete.  Publisher: MABÉOSZ, 1991.  Describes the 
postal history of the Carpatho-Ukraine from the pre-stamp era through 1990.  Written in Hungarian. 
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75. Sipos, Józsefné: A Magyar Posta Függetlenné Válásának Története és az 1867. Évi Elsö 
Magyar Bélyegkiadás.  Published: Magyar Bélyeggyüjtök Országos Szövetsége, Budapest, 1982.  
This scholarly work puts an authoritative end to one of the most controversial philatelic subjects: 
When did Hungary’s Post begin during the Austria-Hungary period.  Step-by-step documentation 
with original copies retrieved from the archives of Magyar Országos Levéltár and Austrian sources.  
Introduction in Hungarian, English, German and Russian.  Many illustrated documents in German but 
the book is written in Hungarian.  

76. Sipos, Józsefné (Part I.), Dr. Nagy, Ferenc (Part II.): Part I.: A Magyar Posta Függetlenné 
Válásának Története és az 1867. Évi Elsö Magyar Bélyegkiadás, Part II.: A Magyar 
Postaigazatás Havasalföldi és Moldvai Cs. És Kir. Konzulátusi Postaügynökségeinek Története 
és az 1867. Évi Soldos Bélyegkiadás.  Publisher: Sipos Józsefné, Budapest, 1992.  This study 
follows Mrs. Sipos’ 1982 work on the beginning of Hungary’s independent Post.  Newly presented 
historical documents that were found in Hungary and in Vienna.  Written in Hungarian.  

77. Dr. Sóky, Dezsö: A Postai Levelezölapok Gyüjtése.  Publisher: Magyar Bélyeggyüjtök 
Szövetsége, Budapest, 1980.  A study of history of Hungary’s postal cards and discussion how to 
collect them.  Written in Hungarian. 

78. Stanley Gibbons Stamp Catalogue, Part 2., Austria & Hungary, 6th Edition, London, 2002, 
UK.  Illustrated stamp catalogue with SG catalogue numbers and prices in £.  Written in English.  

79. Surányi, Béla; Harmath, János: Baranya Megye a Bélyegek Világában 1979.  Published by 
MABÉOSZ, Budapest, 1979.  Everything connected to the history, stamps, postal stationery, famous 
people, important buildings, etc., with the County of Baranya.  Written in Hungarian. 

80. Surányi, László and Visnyovszki, Gábor: A Magyar Bélyegek Kézikönyve.  Publisher: 
Gondolat, Budapest, 1986.  Affectionately called ‘the Black Book’ 555 pages are co-authored by 
nineteen foremost experts of Hungarian philately.  An unimaginable amount of detailed data fills each 
page and tables showing values in ‘points’ not only for stamps but also for covers.  A major source of 
information for collectors of Hungarian philately.  The book uses the Hungarian numbering system. 
Written in Hungarian. 

81. Surányi, László: A Magyarországi Tanácsköztársaság Bélyegkiadásainak és A Vörös 
Hadsereg Tábori Postájának Története.  Published by Akadémiai Kiadó, Budapest, 1978.  A study 
of Hungary’s 1918-19 communist period’s stamp issues preparation, printing and their military mail’s 
history with maps, documents and illustrations.  Printed in Hungarian.    

82. Surányi, László: Baranya Bélyegkibocsátásai 1919.  Publisher: Magyar Bélyeggyüjtök 
Országos Szövetsége, Budapest, 1979.   Historical background of the origin and production of 
Baranya overprinted stamps and postal stationery.  Illustrations of supporting documents and stamps.  
Written in Hungarian.  

83. Szabó-Antal, Jenö: The Stamps of Baranya (Edited and annotated by Christopher Brainard 
and Anthony Müller, translated from Hungarian by Anthony Müller).  Published by Society for 
Hungarian Philately, USA. 2001. Monograph series Number 9.  An indispensible book for collectors 
of Baranya.  Quantities of Baranya stamps, overprints and descriptions are supported with color 
pictures.  Written in English. 

84. Székely, Sándor;: Magyarország bélyegei 1850-től 1948-ig.  Publisher: self, Budapest 1948.  
Hungarian postage stamp catalog from 1850 to 1948 published by Sándor Székely’s stamp dealership.  
written in Hungarian. 

85. Tenczar, Thomas M.: The Post Office Town List for Hungarian Portion of the Austro-
Hungarian Empire 1871-1920.  Published: Self, Scottsdale, AZ. 1976.  An alphabetical checklist of 
towns names with post offices in Hungary.  Written in English.  

86. Vasvári, Jenö, Dr.: Ötnyelvü Filatéliai Szótár.  Publisher: Lapkiadó Vállalat, Budapest, 
1982.  A philatelic dictionary in five languages: Hungarian, French, German, English and Russian.   
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87. Visnyovszki, Gábor: Bélyegkönyv, Stamps, Briefmarken.  Publisher: Állami Nyomda RT., 
Budapest 1996.  An important study of the classical Hungarian stamps printed in the State Printing 
House from the beginning to the First World War.  Beautifully illustrated with color photos.  A must-
to-have book for collectors of classical stamps of Hungary.  Written in Hungarian, English and 
German.  

88. Voloncs, Gábor: Az AUT lyukasztás.  Publisher: Self. Budapest, 2000.  Quantity printed: 50.  
Illustrated. The history of one of Hungary’s rarest stamps, the AUT perfin 10 filler Turul issue.  It 
was used for paying the registration of a letter.  This stamp was the first sold through two machines in 
Budapest between May 1st, 1906 (no 1st day use is known) and the last known date is May 6, 1907.  
Written in Hungarian.  

89. Voloncs Gábor: Tájékoztató. A Pesti Magyar Kereskedelmi Bank Céglyukasztásai. 
Published: Magyar Perforált Bélyeget Gyüjtök Köre, 1989.  The history, production and usage of the 
Kereskedelmi Bank’s  ‘KB’ perfin stamps.  Illustrated.  Written in Hungarian. 

90. Whiteside, John L.: Hyperinflation Mail Prior to 1950.  Published in two parts in the 
London Philatelist by: The Royal Philatelic Society London, UK.  September and October, 1997.  
The study is based on the author’s exhibit covering the world’s greatest hyperinflations.  Written in 
English.  

91. World Convention on Hungarian Stamps and Postal History: Lectures of Symposia.  
Publisher: MAFITT, Budapest, 1998.  Complete coverage of all lectures given during the World 
Convention in Budapest of 23-25, August, 1996.  Written in Hungarian, English and German.   

92. Dr. Zlatev, István: A Magyar Postahivatalok 1867-1871 Években Használt Hely-
Keletbélyegzései. Bélyegkatalógus.  Publisher MABEOSZ, Budapest, 1983.  A catalogue of 
cancellations with valuations but very little illustrations.  Useful for the advanced collector.  Written 
in Hungarian.  

 
 

A HABSBURG EMPEROR IN MEXICO 
 

by Csaba L. Kohalmi 
 

 Philatelists seldom connect the French Emperor Napoleon III’s attempt to establish an empire 
in Mexico during the height of the Civil War with the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy.  Nevertheless, 
there is a brief philatelic legacy of very this brief period of history.  In 1864, a civil war was raging 
between the North and the South, the United States and the Confederate States.  Capitalizing on the 
diplomatic disruptions caused by this war, Napoleon III invaded Mexico with an army; and, on the 
pretext of a questionable referendum, established the Empire of Mexico.  Habsburg Prince Ferdinand 
Maximilian Joseph of the House of Habsburg-Lotharingen was offered the crown.  Emperor 
Maximilian, as he became known, was the younger brother of Emperor Francis Joseph of Austria.  At 
that time, the Dual Monarchy of Austria-Hungary did not exist yet.  Hungary was a province of the 
Austrian Empire, and Francis Joseph had not been crowned King of Hungary.  Francis Joseph 
supported his brother’s reign as Emperor of Mexico even though Maximilian had to renounce all 
claims and titles as a member of Austrian royalty in accepting the crown.  
 Maximilian was born in 1832 in the Schonbrünn Palace.  At the time of his birth, his uncle, 
Ferdinand I was Emperor of Austria and King of Hungary.  As revolutions swept across Europe in 
1848, the line of succession in Austria passed from Ferdinand to Maximilian’s brother, Francis 
Joseph, who was a mere 18-year-old lad at the time.  Maximilian was appalled at the vengeance 
directed at the defeated revolutionaries, hundreds of whom were executed and thousands received 
long prison sentences.  He removed himself from the court by entering on a career in the fledging 
Austrian navy.  In 1854 he was named commander-in-chief of the navy.  I order to serve his side 
interest in botany, he commanded the first round-the-world cruise by an Austrian ship.  He 
circumnavigated the globe in the frigate SMS Novarra between 1857 and 1859.  Prior to this voyage, 
he married Princess Charlotte of Belgium in 1857.  The marriage was childless.  His next assignment 
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was that of Austrian Viceroy of Lombardy-Venetia, a position from which his brother quickly 
removed him because of his liberal political views.  Austria soon thereafter lost its Italian possessions.   

 Maximilian withdrew from public life until October 
1863 when, at the urging of Napoleon III, Mexican royalist 
offered him the crown.  He sailed for Mexico on the SMS 
Novarra, landing in Vera Cruz on 21 May 1864 to an 
enthusiastic reception.  He and his wife (the Empress 
Carlota) set up residence in Mexico City.  He immediately 
instituted progressive reforms (for example, restricting 
working hours, abolishing child labor, and forbidding 
corporal punishment).  An official coronation never took 
place because of strong opposition by republican faction of 
Benito Juarez.  Maximilian tried to reconcile with Juarez 
by offering him the post of prime minister.  As the armed 
insurrection to the French occupation increased, 
Maximilian resorted to drastic measures, such as ordering 
the execution of captured followers of Juarez.   
 When the Civil War ended north of the border, 
Maximilian offered ex-Confederate soldiers an opportunity 
to set up a colony in Mexico.  By this time the French 
occupation also ran afoul of the Monroe Doctrine, now that 
the newly pacified United States could turn its attention to 
Mexico.  Napoleon withdrew his troops in 1866 and 
Maximilian’s fate was sealed.  Carlota sailed to Europe to 
enlist help for her husband whom she never saw again. 

 Maximilian withdrew to Santiago de Querétaro where he held off a siege by the republicans 
until May 1867.  He was captured, court-martialed and executed by a firing squad alongside two of 
his general on 19 June 1867.  His body was eventually returned to the Imperial Crypt in Vienna.  
Today’s Mexican history holds him neither as a hero nor as a villain, but rather a man who had no 
business in Mexico even though he did try to do improve the living conditions for the people. 
 Several stamps bearing his portrait inscribed Imperio Mexicano were issued during his brief 
reign.  In the broad context of the definition, these issues can be construed as being a part of the 
Hungarica topic, although, to my knowledge, nobody has ever categorized them as such. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 

Maximilian, Commander-in-Chief of the 
Austrian navy, Emperor of Mexico 

 

Left: Emperor Maximilian and Empress Carlota. 

Above: Mexico Scott #34, 50 c and Scott #26, 7 c 

IMPERIO MEXICANO stamps bearing the portrait 

of Emperor Maximilian. 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Santiago_de_Quer%C3%A9taro
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INTERESTING ITEMS FROM OUR MEMBERS 
 

by Csaba L. Kohalmi 
 

 Paul Richter sent images of an interesting cover from the early days of the forint currency in 
1946.  Paul was intrigued by the use of the Billions stamps on a cover sent from Budapest to the 
United States on 7 October 1946.  The cover was franked with 3Ft Forint-fillér stamps issued in 1 
August 1946, a set that put an end to the seemingly endless stream of inflationary stamps.  The cover 
was correctly franked (1Ft for the foreign letter rate, 2Ft for registration).  The Billions stamps were 
pen-cancelled with the stroke similar to the letters in the address.  In my opinion, these stamps were 
added to enhance the appearance of the cover without confusing postal clerks.  As Paul pointed out, 
postally used Billions stamps on cover are scarce because stamp production simply lagged the rapid-
fire increases in postal rates. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Paul de Leeuw van Weenen contributed the pictures of a postal card sent to Postal Director 
Mihály Gervay in 1872 in response to our report of a direct descendant of Hungary’s first Postal 
Director living in the United States.  The postal card was mailed from Kolozsvár on 11 October 1872 
and was addressed to Director Gervay ‘on the third floor of the Lévay House in Pest.’  The text was a 
personal invitation to attend the golden anniversary of a mutual friend, whom I believe to have been a 
university professor in Kolozsvár.  (Sorry, but contemporary, 19th century Hungarian penmanship is 
hard to decipher sometimes.) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Alan Soble wrote: “I enjoyed your note about “Bakar-Buccari” cancels in the October-
December 2011 issue.  Your examples are dated 1881 and 1909 and the strikes are of high quality. 
Here are two more cancels, from my collection – dated earlier, but not as full as yours.  One is 
“Buccari” alone on an 1858 Austrian stamp; the other is “Bakar-Buccari” on an 1871 Hungarian 
stamp.  One of your cancels is “Buccari-Bakar.”  I wonder what or who determined whether the 
bilingual cancel placed “Bakar” first or second.  I also wonder whether there were any bilinguals 
before the Hungarian cancels of 1871 (as in, for example, the Austrian “Agram-Zagreb” cancels).  
Finally, does the “Baccari” on the Austrian stamp count as an “Austrian-stamp-used-in-Hungary”?  
Congratulations on another fine issue of The News.” 
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Two examples of Buccari-Bakar cancellations.   

On the far left, BUCCARI on an Austrian stamp issued in 

1858 (Austrian Post in Hungary).  Next to it is a BAKAR-

BUCCARI cancel on an 1871 Hungarian stamp issue 

(Hungarian Post in present-day Croatia). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

POST-TRIANON HUNGARIAN SURVIVORS IN THE SUCCESSOR STATES 
 

by Alan Soble 
 
 As readers of my series “Obliterations” know well, Hungarian postal cancellers that were 
used throughout the Kingdom of Hungary continued to be used (as “survivors”) after the defeat of the 
Hapsburg Empire in late 1918.  These provisional cancellers were used, in particular, in the territory 
lost by Hungary to the “successor states,” primarily the S.H.S. Kingdom, formed on December 1, 
1918 (Jugoslavia),1 Romania (the Erdély and other portions), and Slovakia (which was welded with 
Carpatho-Ukraine and Hapsburgian Bohemia, Moravia, and Silesia to form Czechoslovakia).  If I 
were asked, first, “When were survivor cancellers initially used in Hungary’s successor territories”? I 
would reply with the incontrovertible answer: “Immediately, having no other cancellers to use.”  
Surely that answer also explains why, for a certain period of time after the war, these politically 
incorrect (“ideologically incongruous”) survivors continued to be used in the lost territories.  
Indigenous stamps, postal stationery, parcel cards, money-transfer forms, registration labels, and 
cancellers had to be designed, printed, and manufactured.  In light of the burdened post-war 
economies of these lands, Hungarian postal apparatus would continue, out of necessity, to be used.    
(In “The Slovakia Question” I suggested that the use of unobliterated survivors as provisionals in 
Slovakia went beyond the point of necessity.)2  If I were then asked, “How long were Hungarian 
survivors used in the successor states?” I would reply: “For an indeterminate length of time, 
depending on the circumstances of each lost territory or successor state.”  The most accurate way to 
establish a year-limit on the use of survivors would be to examine representative hoards of stamps, 
post cards, and covers cancelled by survivors, thereby arriving empirically at an upper-year limit, e.g., 
1921.  Maybe months could be added to the years to get something like “November 1918 – July 
1921.”  We would expect these upper-year dates to vary widely from country to country, unless each 
successor state was affected by one common event that caused the simultaneous termination of the 
use of Hungarian survivors.  Imagine that these cancellers (like some contemporary computer 
software) had been engineered to self-destruct on September 9, 1919 (09/09/1919).  With this upper 
limit, no successor territory would have used survivors as provisionals for more than ten months. 
 One world-historical event that is a natural candidate for having determined a single or 
similar termination date for the use of survivors in the successor states is the signing, by the 
Hungarian delegation, of the Treaty of Trianon on June 4, 1920, which signing made final the new 
borders between what was left of the Kingdom of Hungary and Jugoslavia to the south, Romania to 
the east, and Slovakia to the north.  The hypothesis, then, goes something like this.  The successor 
states had good reasons to continue to use Hungarian cancellers instead of newly-made indigenous 
cancellers, and these reasons were especially persuasive regarding contentious areas.  Although it was 
known in advance of the signing what the borders would be, more-or-less, successor states reasonably 
believed that, pre-Trianon, restraint in the trashing of Hungarian survivors and in the upsurge of 
indigenous cancellers in contested areas was the path of wisdom.  According to some fastidiously 
frugal postal spokespersons, there was insufficient guarantee that investing in indigenous cancellers 
was cost-effective, given post-war poverty; the contraptions might never taste ink, doomed to be 
auctioned as arcane collectibles on eBay a century later.  But this consideration is not an important 
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part of the hypothesis; successor states were not so poor as to be altogether bereft of modified or 
indigenous cancellers ready and waiting for their properly-timed debut; the successor states were 
sufficiently prepared so that at least some politically correct cancellers could go into service quickly 
after the signing of the Treaty.  Instead, putting modified or indigenous cancellers into service too 
soon – which would have amounted to a pre-affirmation of the final geographical features of new 
political entities (see note 19) – would express an arrogant nationalism engendering more 
international strain in the tumultuous and fragile context of post-war Central Europe.  Because that 
context included the debate over the borders itself, for the “victors” to demonstrate publicly, through 
the use of cancellers, that they were assuming, pre-Treaty, that the debate was already over, would be 
politically insensitive, even if it was true that the borders were a fait accompli.  It would also be 
socioethnically insensitive, stirring up antagonisms among the mixed populations of border areas.  
The tactful course was to allow the Hungarians to come to their senses, without additional 
provocation and annoyance, about the inevitability of the post-Trianon borders and the loss of 
population and land.  Temporarily withholding modified or new indigenous cancellers, successor 
states meant to be respectfully postally quiet as the Hungarians concluded their movement through 
Kübler-Ross’s first four psychological stages of “coping with tragedy,” eventually arriving at, or 
succumbing to, acceptance.3  Afterwards, there would be plenty of opportunity for chest-pounding 
and the completion of the nationalization of the post.  Perhaps the few obliterations of the crown of 
St. Stephen in Hungarian cancellers between the end of the war and the Treaty of Trianon can now be 
seen as resulting from bursts of impatience among the postal ranks, who felt that the formal resolution 
of the border question was being unduly delayed. 
 What is significant about this hypothesis is that it goes one big step beyond any of the 
arguments and theses that I laid out in my series of articles on the fate of post-war Hungarian 
cancellers.  The hypothesis does so by proposing that the signing of the Treaty of Trianon by the 
Hungarian delegation on June 4, 1920 is a crucial event (a temporal fulcrum) for understanding the 
continued use and then abandonment of Hungarian survivors.  To defend the hypothesis by observing 
that the use of indigenous cancellers increased and the use of Hungarian survivors decreased after the 
signing of the Treaty (which is obviously true) is to commit the post hoc propter hoc fallacy.  The 
evidence supporting the hypothesis would have to be more detailed and direct than this mere 
correlation.  My main purpose in this essay is to undermine the supposition that the signing of the 
Treaty had a substantial or any impact on the replacement of Hungarian survivors by indigenous 
cancellers. 
 I find myself having to deal with this issue here and now because some readers might have 
extrapolated from my philatelic resources (the data), or for themselves paraphrased my view of the 
postal history I exhibited, in such a way that I ended up being a proponent of the Treaty of Trianon 
hypothesis.  For example, Lyman Caswell nearly attributes the hypothesis to me: “Soble noted that 
leftover Austrian and Hungarian postcards remained valid throughout Czechoslovakia through 1919, 
and that unaltered Hungarian canceling devices continued to be used in Slovakia until about the time 
of the Trianon Treaty, 4 June 1920.”4  The first independent clause is true.  In the essay to which 
Caswell refers, I mentioned that leftover cards were valid for use after the war, but I was only 
repeating what I had read in another article.5  The second clause is false.  I certainly asserted many 
times through the series of articles that Hungarian survivors were used in Slovakia after the war, but 
the central point was usually that few of these cancellers had been obliterated, in contrast to the 
colossal amount of the obliteration of Austrian cancellers that occurred in the western (or Czech) part 
of the new country. (I have since uncovered my 3rd and 4th examples of defaced crowns on 
Hungarian survivors used in Slovakia, both from Vágujhely, which unexpectedly looks like a cell of 
postal terrorism.  See Figure 1.)6  I considered this difference to be so mysterious that I dubbed it, 
mimicking the style of Karl Marx, “The Slovakia Question.”  But I have never specifically asserted 
that Hungarian survivors were used until “the time of the Trianon Treaty, 4 June 1920.”  I did take 
one date to be worthy of mention: I revealed (true then, but false now) that my personal collection 
included, as the latest use of a Hungarian survivor in Slovakia, a Hradčany stamp that had been 
cancelled “Vilke” in June 1920, on the day [1?].7  True, there is temporal similarity between June 
[1?], 1920 and the date of the signing of the Treaty, but no where did I suggest that the date of this 
use was interestingly close to the date of the signing of the Treaty.  That my own latest-dated 
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survivor-cancel is dated close to June 4, 1920, is coincidental, not indicative of a causal role of 
Trianon in ending the tenure of Hungarian survivors in Slovakia.  Maybe Caswell thought he was, by 
highlighting the date of the Treaty, improving my account of Hungarian survivors in Slovakia, for my 
sake.  I resist this generosity.  I now proceed to provide the evidence that makes the Trianon 
hypothesis weak.  I will keep in mind that even if the hypothesis fails in general (i.e., hardly fits the 
other successor states), it might hold for the lone case of Slovakia.  We shall see. In the meantime, ask 
yourself, throughout the coming slideshow, “Would moving the date of the signing of the Treaty of 
Trianon six months earlier or later have had any effect on the history of Hungarian survivors?” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
FIUME and CROATIA (S.H.S.) 
 
 My methodology involves three types of evidence. (E1) evidence is the use of Hungarian 
survivors that include the crown of St. Stephen well beyond June 4, 1920.  The argument is that the 
length of time between the date of the signing of the Treaty and the date of these crown cancels shows 
that the signing did not have the causal power attributed to it by the Treaty hypothesis.  (E2) evidence 
is the existence of cancels, bearing dates prior to the signing of the Treaty, made by cancellers that 
were entirely indigenous or substantially modified (e.g., the crown is missing).  The logic I use is 
similar to “Mill’s Methods” (consult any introductory logic text). I will soon describe another sort of 
evidence on which I depend, type (E3). 
 A bit of (E1) evidence for Fiume is shown in Figure 2; some (E2) evidence in Figure 3.  The 
cancel in Figure 2, bearing the date [1]920 OKT 22 (four months after Trianon), was made by an 
entirely unchanged Hungarian survivor: the crown is present and untouched, and the date format and 
time of day format (N4) are fully Hungarian.  The cancel in Figure 3 (see also note 10) was made by 
a greatly altered Hungarian survivor.  It is dated 30 MAG [1]919, which is more than a year before 
Trianon.  Important alterations in the cancel include the absence of the crown of St. Stephen; the date 
and time formats are no longer Hungarian; and the Hungarian “MÁJ” has been replaced by the Italian 
“MAG.”  The month abbreviation change shows that these alterations in the cancellers were taken 
seriously.  Other successor states were sloppy or unconcerned; they changed the date format but often 
didn’t bother to use an indigenous month abbreviation. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1.  My third example of a damaged 
crown of St. Stephen on a Hungarian survivor 

canceller in Slovakia.  This Hradčany was 
cancelled in Vágujhely (or Vágújhely, Nyitra 
county; in Slovakia, Nové Mesto nad Váhom) 

on [1]919 JUL 23 (or 28).  The fourth 
example is shown in note 6. 

 

  

Figure 2.  
Unchanged 

post-Trianon 
Hungarian 

survivor 
cancel on an 
indigenous 

Fiume stamp. 

 

Figure 3 
(right).  
Greatly 

modified pre-
Trianon 

Hungarian 
cancel on an 
indigenous 

Fiume stamp. 
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 Some (E1) evidence for Croatia is shown in Figures 4, 5, 6, 
and 7, which display four Hungarian survivor cancels bearing post-
Trianon dates: [1]920 JUL 26, [19]20 AUG 13, 18 JAN [19]21, and 
[1]921 JAN 14 (Figures 6 and 7 are the same cover).  In all four, the 
crown remains and the date format is Hungarian (except maybe 
Figure 6).  The cancellers shown in Figures 4 and 7 were changed in 
only one way: the town names are Serbo-Croat instead of 
Hungarian.8 

 

 

 

 
Insert figure-004 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

Figure 4.  An only slightly changed post-Trianon Hungarian survivor 
cancel on an indigenous S.H.S. Chainbreaker.  “Dalj” is the Serbo-
Croat name for the town (in Hungarian) “Dálya” (Magyar Neve, p. 

121).  It is in eastern Croatia, Verőcze county. 

 

 
  

 

 

Figure 5.  Unchanged post-
Trianon Hungarian survivor 

cancel on an indigenous S.H.S. 
Chainbreaker.  “Ruma” is the 

name of the town in both 
Hungarian and Serbo-Croat.  I 

could not find it in Magyar 
Neve, but the 1828 Hungarian 

Census locates the town in 
Szerém country, Serbian 

Vojvodina. 

 

Figure 6.  A post-Trianon (18 
Jan 1921) Hungarian survivor 
cancel, arriving strike, on an 

indigenous S.H.S. 
Chainbreaker.  The town cancel 

is “Drežnik” (Grad), Croatia 
(see hu.wikipedia.org/wiki/ 
Drežnik_Grad).  The 1828 

Hungarian Census locates the 
town in Pozsega county.  The 
outgoing strike is shown in 

Figure 7. 

 

Figure 7.  An only slightly changed 
post-Trianon (1921) Hungarian cancel 
on an indigenous S.H.S. Chainbreaker. 

 

Figure 8 
(Left).  An 

only slightly 
changed post-

Trianon 
(1921) 

Hungarian 
cancel on 

indigenous 
S.H.S. stamps. 

 

Figure 9.  Post-Trianon Hungarian 
survivor cancel on an indigenous S.H.S. 

King Alexander stamp of 1921. Szentfülöp 
is Bački Gračas in Serbian Vojvodina. 
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The 1921 date in Figures 6 
and 7 is not anomalous, as the next 
three examples show (Figures 8, 9, 
and 10): [1]921 JAN 19, [19]21 
APR 18, and [1]921 JAN 17.  These 
cancels are late uses of Hungarian 
crown survivors, too late to fit easily 
with the Trianon hypothesis.  The 
only changes made in these 
cancellers involved town names: 
instead of “Zágráb-Zagreb” we find 
just “Zagreb,” and instead of 
“Zimony-Zemun” we find only 
“Zemun.”9 Compare the two 
“Zagreb” cancellations in Figures 7 
and 8 with the “Zagreb” cancel in 
note 8.  The cancel shown in note 8  

is earlier (June 25, 1920) and has been changed much more than the two later (by six months, January 
1921) cancels.  From the earlier cancel the iconic crown of St. Stephen has already been removed and 
the date format has been reversed, changes not made on the two 1921 cancels.  This “backward 
progression,” from earlier and more-changed cancels to later and less-changed cancels, is not what we 
would expect on the Trianon hypothesis.  Another example: see the “backward progression” from the 
Fiume cancel in Figure 3 to the cancel in Figure 2.10  There is something else to be noted about 
“Zagreb” cancels in general, a phenomenon that will be seen in Romania and Slovakia: in Zagreb, 
changed and unchanged (nationalized and not nationalized) cancellers existed and were used at the 
same time.  Figures 2 and 3 suggest that the phenomenon also occurred in Fiume. 

The (E2) evidence for Croatia is, so far, lacking from my collection.  Although I have 
acquired well over one hundred decent examples of Hungarian survivor cancels and femininely 
obliterated Austrian provisional cancels on early S.H.S. stamps, I have been unable to find, on 
Chainbreakers and the other earlies, pre-Trianon socked-on-the-nose or even reasonably partial 
cancels made by newly-made indigenous cancellers.11  There are bits and pieces of ambiguous bumps 
and grinds here and there, but nothing that is worth exhibiting and hence nothing that counts as (E2) 
evidence.  Ljubljana cancels, because they originate in non-Hungarian Slovenia, do not count as (E2) 
evidence.  However, there is a parcel card, in this particular case of Croatian-Bosnian heritage, that 
provides a third type of evidence that I’ll call “(E3).”  Before we examine it, consider (in Figure 11) a 
typical femininely obliterated Austrian cancel.  We have already seen these obliterations when 
discussing Bosnia12: the endonym (“Trbovlje,” in Slovenia) remains on the bottom of the cancel while 
the exonym (the German “Trifail”) or a Hapsburg military slogan has been excised from the top.  The 
cancel bears the date [?].VI.20 (June 1920), so around the time of Trianon, feminine obliterations 
were still being used in Slovenia, as they were still being used in Bosnia and more widely throughout 
S.H.S.  The point is that the nationalization of the canceller had not yet occurred in Austrian S.H.S.  
And if it had not yet occurred in Austrian S.H.S., it had not yet occurred in Hungarian S.H.S.  Thus 
the continued use of femininely obliterated cancellers in S.H.S., beyond the date of Trianon, is 
evidence that the signing of the Treaty had no effect on the fate of Hungarian survivors in S.H.S.  The 
fate of those survivors was tied, instead, to the later process of completing the nationalization of the 
post in S.H.S.  Now examine Figure 12, the back side of a parcel card sent from Osijek, in Croatian 
(Slavonian) S.H.S., to Sarajevo, in Bosnian S.H.S.  Both cancels, both provisionals, together 
constitute a “whole” piece of (E3) evidence.13  The outgoing cancel on the pair of attached 
Chainbreakers was made by a Hungarian survivor adorned with the crown of St. Stephen and the 
Hungarian date format; the only change is from an “Eszék-Osijek” bilingual town name to “Osijek” 
by itself.  The date that the cancel bears is post-Trianon: [1]920 AUG 2.  There is also a receiving 
strike produced by a femininely obliterated “Sarajevo” Austrian canceller (something like “K. UND K. 
MILIT POST” has been excised), bearing a post-Trianon date, two days later: 4.VIII.20 (August 4, 
1920).  In August 1920, two kinds of provisional canceller were still being used; the nationalization 

 

Figure 10.  An only slightly 
changed Hungarian cancel on a 

Hungarian tábori post card 
overprinted for provisional use 
in Croatian S.H.S. as a regular 

post card valued at 15 para.  
“Zemun” is the Serbo-Croat 
name for the Hungarian town 

Zimony, in Szerém county. 
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of the canceller in S.H.S. has not yet begun.  Hungarian survivor cancellers would disappear only 
when the new country, the single successor state of both “indivisible” parts of the Empire, made the 
requisite effort toward nationalization – and when that happened had nothing to do with the date of 
the signing of the Treaty of Trianon. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ROMANIA 
 There is abundant (E1) evidence for Romania; the use of Hungarian survivors continued well 
into 1922.  Three examples of Hungarian cancels bearing post-Trianon dates on Romanian stamps are 
shown in Figures 13, 14, and 15: [?] FEB [1]921, [?]-[?]-[1]922, and [?] MÁR [1]922.14  In all three, 
the crown of St. Stephen and the Hungarian town names remain.  Although the date format has been 
reversed, in Figure 15 the Hungarian date abbreviation (MÁR) remains. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 There is less, but not negligible, (E2) evidence for Romania; it can be a challenge to find pre-
Trianon indigenous cancellers for the towns in the territory lost by Hungary to Romania as a result of 
the war.  See Figure 16 for one example: an indigenous Romanian canceller produced a cancel with 
the Romanian (not Hungarian) town name and which bears a date in Romanian format, 21 AUG 

  
Figure 11. Femininely obliterated 
Slovenia cancel, bearing the ca. 
Trianon date [?].VI.[19]20, an 

example of the sluggishness of S.H.S. 
in nationalizing the post. 

 

Figure 12. Parcel card exhibiting two post-Trianon 
provisional cancels, one a femininely obliterated Bosnia 

cancel, the other a Hungarian survivor, bearing the dates 
August 2 and 4, 1920, together an example of the absence 

of the nationalization of the post in S.H.S. 

 

 

Figure 13.  Post-Trianon 
Hungarian survivor cancel 

from Aknasugtag (Máramaros 
county; Romanian: Ocna 

Şugatag). 

 

Figure 14. Post-Trianon 
Hungarian survivor cancel 

from Brassó (Brassó county; 
Romanian: Braşov). 

Figure 15. Post-Trianon Hungarian 
survivor cancel from Bályok (Bihar 

county; Romanian: Balc). 
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[1]919 (“AUG” is the postal month abbreviation for both Hungary and Romania).  I have a handful of 
cancels, similar to the Figure 16 cancel, on Hungarian-overprinted stamps attached to blank pieces of 
paper.  All bear the same date (like the S.H.S. example in note 8).  Clearly, they were favor cancelled. 
Nonetheless, the canceller had to exist.  What we need are its nonphilatelic application. (E2) 
evidence, however, may be irrelevant. Romania is not really a “successor state,” but a country made 
larger during and after the war by absorption of Hungarian land. Romania already had a postal 
system, so there was no need to modify on-hand indigenous cancellers or manufacture new 
indigenous cancellers, except for the won territories.  Comparing Figures 14 and 16 suggests two 
points made earlier: the “progression” from the cancel in Figure 16 to the one in Figure 14 is 
“backward,” and for Brassó both older Hungarian cancellers and newer indigenous Romanian 
cancellers existed and were used at the same time.15  The puzzle about Hungarian survivors in 
Romania is that their use continued deeply into 1922.  To make sense of this amazing fact is a real 
head-scratcher, but it gives us no reason to suppose that the signing of the Treaty of Trianon 
instigated the abandonment of Hungarian survivors.  Indeed, it gives us reason to believe the 
opposite, that Trianon had no effect. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 16.  Pre-Trianon use of an indigenous Romanian 

Braşov canceller. 

 
 
 
 
 
SLOVAKIA 
 

I have had a problem reproducing Czechoslovakian Hradčany stamps and their cancels, a 
problem that involves grayscale images but not color images.  Figure 17 shows a cover sent from the 
Bohemian town Dobruška (German, Gutenfeld) to Chemnitz in Saxony, Germany (renamed “Karl 
Marx Stadt” in 1953 and derenamed in 1990).16  The cancel bears the date 28 I [19]19.  It was made, 
barely two to three months after the creation of Czechoslovakia in October/November 1918, by a 
fundamentally Austrian canceller used as a Czechoslovakian provisional.17  (The creation of 
Czechoslovakia was accomplished formally by the Treaty of Versailles on June 28, 1919.)  The new 
country quickly had adhesives, the first version of the Hradčany, in late 1918.  On the beautiful 5-
color cover shown in Figure 17, rendered in grayscale and altered by brightness and contrast 
manipulations, the cancels can be seen on only two stamps.  In a color image, or if you look right at 
the cover, all the cancels can be seen clearly or well enough. Something about the colors/inks often 
makes it difficult to get grayscale images in which the fine details of cancels are adequately visible.18  
Having issued that warning, I return to our topic. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 17.  A pre-Versailles Czech cover, dated 
January 28, 1919, franked with five 

denominations of the first Hradčany emission. 
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 The (E1) evidence regarding Slovakia is strong but not overwhelming.  There is a reason for 
this that will be revealed later.  For now, examine Figures 18 (and 18a), 19, 20, 21, 22, and 23.  All 
these cancels were struck by Hungarian survivors used in Slovakia; they are ordered by increasing 
chronological distance from the signing of the Treaty: [1]920 JUN 4 (the day of the signing of the 
Treaty; an ordinary Hungarian survivor, cancel not even struck in red or blue ink); [1]920 JUN 8 (a 
few days later, still no fireworks; the cancel is a business-as-usual Hungarian survivor);19 [1]920 JUL 
9 (a completely unaltered Hungarian survivor marches on, unperturbed; my June [1?], 1920 cancel is 
now irrelevant); 15 JUL [1]920 (an ancient Hungarian canceller, the beneficiary of modern postal 
medicine, refuses to kick the bucket); [1]920 AUG 13 (another completely unaltered Hungarian 
survivor, smacked on a block of imperforate Hradčanys); and, begging the patience of the reader, 
[192]1 MÁR 20 (based partly on the identity of the cancel-types exhibited in Figures 23 and 24).  Not 
one crown of St. Stephen has been wounded, which defacement might be expected from post-Trianon 
jubilation.  (The geriatric cancel in Figure 21 even at its birth didn’t have a crown.)  No one has 
fooled around with any Hungarian date format (except, possibly, in the Figure 23 cancel).  Finally, 
the names of the towns and their spellings have remained Hungarian (there is, of course, uncertainty 
about the cancel in Figure 19): Bazin, Nemsó, Dobsina, Szakolcza (“Szakolca” in Magyar Neve, p. 
106), and Nagypalugya. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 18.  Hungarian survivor cancel on a 
Hradčany bearing the date [1]920 JUN 4, the 
day the Treaty of Trianon was signed. Bazin 
(Slovakian, Pezinok) was in Pozsony county.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Figure 18a.  Larger image of the [1]920 
JUN 4 date in the Figure 18 cancel. 

 

 
 

Figure 19. Hungarian survivor cancel dated 
[1]920 JUN 8 (post-Trianon) on a 

Hradčany. A dozen or so Hungarian town 
names in Slovakia begin with “Os” or 

“Osz.” See Magyar Neve, p. 103. 

 

Figure 20. Hungarian survivor cancel dated 
[1]920 JUL 9 (post-Trianon) on a 

Hradčany. Nemsó (Slovakian, Nemšová) 
was in Trencsén county. 
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 In contrast to S.H.S., a good amount of (E2) evidence for Slovakia exists (Slovakian, i.e., ex-
Hungarian, towns that had new indigenous Czechoslovakian cancellers before Trianon).  The reason 
for this difference from S.H.S. is that the Czech part of the new country, unlike S.H.S., was already 
using (but far from exclusively) some newly-made indigenous cancellers in 1919.20  I cover Košice 
first (Hungarian, Kassa; Abaúj-Torna county), then some small towns. Figures 25 (and 25a), 26, and 
27 show Košice cancels from new indigenous Czechoslovakian cancellers: the town name is 
Slovakian; the date format is Czechoslovakian; and the newly-incorporated country identifier “ČSP” 
appears on all three cancels.  These Košice cancels bear the pre-Trianon dates 2 XII [19]19, 22 I 
[19]20, and 20 III [19]20.  The existence and use of new cancellers in Slovakia was not awaiting the 
signing of the Treaty.  (Allow me some remarks about the postal item that bears the 2 XII [19]19 
cancel [Figures 25 and 25a].  The card is franked with an attached pair of imperforate 10h Hradčanys. 

Figure 21.   Hungarian geriatric survivor cancel on 
a strip of imperforate Hardčanys, dated 15 JUL 

[1]920 (post-Trianon).  Dobsina (Slovakian, 
Dobšiná) was in Gömör és Kishont county. 

 

Figure 22.  Hungarian survivor cancel on a 
block of imperforate Hradčanys, [1]920 

AUG 13 (post-Trianon). Szakolcza 
(Slovakian, Skalica) was in Nyitra county. 

 

Figure 23.  Hungarian survivor cancel on a Hradčany. 
Nagypalugya (Slovakian, Galovány/Paludza) was in 

Liptó county.  I believe that the year date of the cancel is 
1921.  Look at the displacement of “MÁR” toward the 

right, not centered under the crown.  That displacement 
leaves enough room in the left part of the bridge for 

“92,” making the year [1]921, but way too much space if 
the day number is on the left, beginning with either “1” 

or “2.”  Compare this cancel with Figure 24. 

 

Figure 24.  Hungarian cancel of the type 
seen in Figure 23, which shows the 

amount of space occupied in the left part 
of the bridge by the year date. Gyönk is 
in Tolna county.  The date is probably 

[1]910 JUN 12. 
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Because the internal post card rate at the time was 15h, the fee was overpaid by 5h.  The post card 
was leftover Hungarian stock and was still valid for postal use [for another week or so, until 14 XII 
1919]; under the Hradčany on the right there is a 8f Hungarian green crown indicium.  That plus a 
10h Hradčany would have overpaid the fee by only 3h [haléřů and fillér were equivalent].  Further, 
under the left Hradčany is a Hungarian 2f Magyar Kir. Posta Harvester.  Hungarian stamps had not 
been valid in Slovakia since 28 II 1919, so the card had not been originally franked with a total of 
10f.  Maybe out of exasperation about the validity of the values, the sender or postal clerk slapped a 
pair of Hradčanys over both the valid crown indicium and the invalid Harvester.  The problem was 
swept under a rug.)  In Figure 28 another cancelled Hradčany is displayed, bearing the date [192]0 
JAN 2, which date is between the dates of the two Košice cancels in Figure 25 and Figure 26.  
However, this cancel was not made by a newly-made indigenous canceller; it was struck by a 
completely unaltered Hungarian survivor.  Thus, in Košice as well as in Fiume, Zagreb, and Braşov, 
newly-made indigenous cancellers and old Hungarian survivors were used side by side.  In these 
places, Trianon was irrelevant. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Lest it be thought that only a large city such as Košice (or Bratislava) would be blessed by 
having newly-made indigenous cancellers before the signing of Trianon, while the boondocks would 
have to wait until the Czechoslovakian postal administration was booted into action by Trianon to 
distribute new cancellers to them, Figures 29 (and 29a), 30, and 31 show that small towns (or 
villages) had new cancellers, too, before Trianon, dated 5 III 20, 19 V 20, and 21 V 20.  Figure 32 
shows another small-town Hungarian survivor cancel that bears the date [?] VI 20, a tad after 

 
 

Figure 25.  Hungarian 8f post card covered over with 
Hradčanys, used in Košice on 2 XII [19]19 (pre-Trianon).  

The cancel was struck by a new indigenous  
Czechoslovakian canceller. 

 

  

Figure 25a.  Close-up view of the cancel 
and the stamps.  The bottom of a 2f Magyar 

Kir. Posta Harvester sticks out below the 
Hradčany on the left. 

 

 
Figure 26.  New indigenous Košice 
cancel, 22 I 20 (pre-Trianon), on a 
parcel card (the tailing “VIII” is a 

time of day mark). 

 

Figure 28.  “Kassa” cancel from 
an unaltered Hungarian survivor, 

dated [192]0 JAN 2, on a 
Hradčany. 

Figure 27.  New indigenous Košice 

cancel, 20 III 20 (pre-Trianon), on 

a Hradčany. 
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Trianon. I believe that we have enough (E1) and (E2) evidence to conclude that the Trianon 
hypothesis applied to Slovakia (along with the other lost territories) is weak.  It is made even weaker 
by taking into account Czechoslovakian (E3) evidence, to which I now turn. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 I cannot display, as I did for S.H.S., a single item (a parcel card or money card) on which 
mixed post-Trianon cancels (one Austrian-obliterated Czech, one Slovak Hungarian survivor) can be 
found,22 but I can display “partial” pieces of (E3) evidence: the post-Trianon use of provisional 
Austrian obliterated cancellers (the German town name has been excised, leaving only the local 
endonym) in the western, Czech part of the country. Figures 33, 34, 35, 36, and 37 show these Czech 
provisionals used on: 15 [or 25] VI 20, 25 VI 20, 17 VII 20, 20 IX 10 (a reversed date format), and 20 
X 20.  Note that two of these provisional cancels (Figures 33 and 37) originated in Moravian Brno 
(German, Brünn), a large city; in Brno both new indigenous cancellers and old, femininely obliterated 
Austrian cancellers were being used at the same time, post-Trianon.  Note also that another two 
provisionals (Figures 35, 36) originated in Bohemian Prague (Czech, Praha; German, Prag), the 
capital and largest city; even here newly-made indigenous cancellers and old, obliterated Austrian 
cancellers were being used at the same post-Trianon time.  So add Praha and Brno to the list of 
Košice, Fiume, Zagreb, and Braşov. Figure 34 shows a femininely obliterated Austrian cancel from a 
small town, Moravian Ivančice (German, Eibenschütz), that bears a post-Trianon date.  The point of 
this (E3) evidence, here as with S.H.S., is that the full nationalization of the canceller had not yet 

  
 

Figure 29 and Figure 29a:  Two exposures of a 5 III 20 
(pre-Trianon) new indigenous cancel (town name is 
Slovakian; date format is Czechoslovakian; country 

identifier [only the “P” is visible] is in the bottom arc) 
on a Hradčany.  The town is Čornok, also Černík 

(Magyar Neve, p. 86; Hungarian, Csornok, in Nyitra 
county). 

 

Figure 30.  A pre-Trianon (date 19 V 20) 
new indigenous cancel (town name is 

Slovakian; date format is Czechoslovakian; 
country identifier is in the bottom arc) on a 

Hradčany.  The town is Burský Svätý 
Mikuláš (Hungarian, Búrszentmiklós; in 
Pozsony county).  The tailing “XI” in the 

cancel is a time of day mark. 

 
Figure 31 (Left).  A pre-Trianon (date 21 V 20) 
new indigenous cancel on a Hradčany used in 

Slovakia.  The town is Slovenská Ľupča 
(Hungarian, Zólyomlipcse; in Zólyom county). 

 

 

Figure 32 (Right).  A near-Trianon 
(date [?] VI 20) new indigenous 

Czechoslovakian cancel on a 
Hradčany used in the Slovakian 
town Bytčica (the “Byt” can be 

seen in a color image).  The 
Hungarian name was 

“Biccsefalu”21 (in Trencsén 
county). 
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occurred in ex-Austrian Czechoslovakia.  And if it had not yet occurred in ex-Austrian 
Czechoslovakia, it had not yet occurred in ex-Hungarian Czechoslovakia.  The continued use of 
obliterated Austrian cancellers in Czechoslovakia, beyond the date of the Treaty of Trianon, is 
evidence that the signing of the Treaty did not influence the fate of Hungarian survivors.  On analogy 
with Croatia and S.H.S., the fate of Hungarian survivors was tied to the nationalization of the post in 
Czechoslovakia. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 The Trianon hypothesis attempted to connect causally the abandonment of Hungarian 
survivor cancellers in Slovakia with a specific world-historical event, the signing of the Treaty of 
Trianon.  That didn’t work out.  There is an alternative single event, however, that might be 
important, even if it wasn’t world-historical but a minor process.  Seven distinct postal centers 
individually controlled the postal service in the welded-together new country from late 1918 until 
May 1921: Praha (Bohemia), Brno (Moravia), Opava (Silesia), Pardubice (Bohemia), Košice (Kassa, 
Slovakia), Bratislava (Pozsony, Slovakia), and Užhorod (Ungvár, Carpatho-Ukraine).  The Slovakian 
cities Košice and Bratislava became postal centers in early 1919, moved to these towns from Žilina 
(Zsolna).23  Given this decentralization (or localization) of postal power, it is not too surprising that 
postal matters were handled differently in the various regions of the country and that the sharpest 
differences were between the western and the eastern regions.24  Several matters come to mind as 
possible areas of difference among the seven centers: the nature of the provisional cancellers used 
until new cancellers were manufactured; whether cancellers would be monolingual or bilingual; the 
placement or orientation of endonyms and exonyms; decorative details; and the time of release and 

   

 

Figure 33.  Post-Trianon ([?]5 VI 
20) obliterated Austrian cancel on 

a Hradčany used in Moravia. 
“Brünn” has been excised from the 

canceller, which leaves a large 
empty space across from “Brno.” 

 

Figure 34.  Post-Trianon (25 VI 
20) obliterated Austrian cancel on 

a Hradčany used in Moravia. 
“Eibenschütz” has been excised 
from the canceller, leaving an 

empty space across from 
“Ivančice.” 

 

Figure 35.  A post-Trianon (17 VII 
20) obliterated Austrian Praha 
cancel on a Hradčany used in 

Bohemia.  The empty space across 
from “Praha” resulted from the 

excision of “Prag.” 

 
Figure 36 (Left).  A post-Trianon 
(September 10, 1920) obliterated 

Austrian Praha cancel on a 
Hradčany used in Bohemia.  The 

empty space across from “Praha” 
resulted from the excision of 

“Prag.” 

 
Figure 37 (Right).  Post-Trianon 

(20 X 20) obliterated Austrian 
cancel on an “Agriculture and 

Science” issue (Scott 78) used in 
Moravia.  “Brünn” has been 

excised from the canceller, which 
leaves an empty space across from 

“Brno.”  
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the distribution of new indigenous cancellers.  If the country’s postal system was finally unified and 
centralized in May, 1921, that would help explain why (E1) pieces of evidence are not more plentiful: 
the window of opportunity for the post-Trianon use of Hungarian survivors, from the Treaty of 
Trianon to May, 1921, was slightly under a year. Indeed, according to this view we should not be able 
to find any Hungarian survivors used in Slovakian towns after May, 1921.  That may be a thankless 
task, spending years searching for a July 1921 use of a Hungarian survivor, to churn up more trouble 
about Slovakian cancels.  However, remembering the splendid August 1922 Brassó cancel should 
provide the required determination.  Whether the May 1921 centralization of the Czechoslovakian 
postal administration sheds any light on the subsequent number and geographical distribution of 
bilingual Slovak-Hungarian cancellers is a question I am not ready to tackle.  Nor do I see how the 
decentralization of the postal system prior to May 1921 sheds any light on the scarcity of Slovakian 
crown-obliterated Hungarian survivors in the period 1918-1921, although it might make 
comprehensible the flood of femininely (and masculinely) obliterated Austrian cancellers in ex-
Austrian Czechoslovakia.25 

 
NOTES 
 

1.  I am not convinced that it is wrong to use the name 
“Jugoslavia” for the first decade after the end of the war.  
True, the inscription “Jugoslavija” cannot be found on 
adhesives until the King Alexander definitives of 1931.  The 
two examples shown here are the pink, 1.50 dinar, Scott 67.  
The official renaming of “S.H.S.” to the “Kingdom of 
Jugoslavia” took place on January 6, 1929.  However, also 
shown here is “Jugoslavija” in the handwritten return 
address on the back of an envelope whose stamps were 
cancelled July 5, 1920 in Osijek and sent to Idaho.  The 

“Slavonija” in the return address is the large eastern portion of Croatia, not the “Slovenia” that was 
northwest of Croatia and, as was Bosnia to the south of Croatia, an Austrian territory.  The town 
“Virovitica” (Hungarian “Verőcze”) was located in Slavonian Croatia.  The cancel is not bilingual but 
bitransliterate (the same name is rendered in two alphabets), and is dated 27.III.34 (March 27, 1934). 
 
 
 
 
 
2.  Alan Soble, “Obliterations and Their Absence (Part 6): Final Words, with Special Reference to 
‘The Slovakia Question’,” The News of Hungarian Philately 42:2 (April-June 2011), pp. 14-37. 
 
3.  The stages: Denial, Anger, Bargaining, Depression, and Acceptance.  See Elisabeth Kübler-Ross, 
On Death and Dying (1969), about which there is an enormous amount of literature. 
 
4.  Lyman R. Caswell, “A Hungarian Money Order Form Used in Slovakia,” The News of 
Hungarian Philately 42:3 (July-September 2011), pp. 22-23.  The passage I quote is on p. 22. 
 
5.  The article to which Caswell refers is “Obliterations and Their Absence (Part 6).”  My statement 
about leftover cards is on page 25 of that article; I send the reader via note 86 to Zdenék Kvasnička, 
“Stamps, Postal Stationery and Cancels of Austria-Hungary in Czechoslovakia,” Czechoslovak 
Specialist, issues dated November, 1952, and March, 1953. 
 
6.  The first two examples are shown in Figure 94 
(Pozsony) and Figure 95 (Verbó) of my “Obliterations 
and Their Absence (Part 4): Elaborations, Emendations, 
Extensions,” The News of Hungarian Philately 41:4 
(October-December, 2010), pp. 3-24.  The fourth 
example, shown here, also bears a Vágujhely strike, 
[19]19 SEP 19.  This town is not far from Verbó. 
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7.  See “Obliterations and Their Absence (Part 6),” p. 22 and Figure 156. 
 

8.  The “Zagreb” specimen shown here on the left was favor cancelled.  
I have a bunch of these Chainbreakers, all on translucent paper, 
cancelled in red ink, and bearing the same post-Trianon date: 25 JUN 
[1]920.   The foundational canceller is Hungarian, but the crown is 
removed, the date format is reversed, and the town name is not 
Hungarian. (“JUN” is not Serbo-Croat.)  What is the significance of 
June 25, 1920?  Looking backwards: the Coronation of Maria Theresa 
took place on June 25, 1741.  Looking forward (with astounding 
prescience): Croatia issued its declaration of independence on June 25, 
1991. 

 
 
 
 

 
9.  For “Zágráb-Zagreb” across the top of the cancel, see Figure 66 in 
“Obliterations and Their Absence (Part 4)”; for “Zimony-Zemun” see 
Figure 41 (inset) in my “Obliterations and Their Absence (Part 3): 
Elaborations, Emendations, Extensions,” The News of Hungarian 
Philately 41:3 (July-September, 2010), pp. 2-17.  Here on the right is 
a bilingual with “Zimony” at the top and “Zemun” at the bottom, dated 
[19]00 SEP 21. 
 

10.  Here on the left is another example of the greatly 
modified Fiume cancel shown in Figure 3 (no crown of 
St. Stephen; reversed, nonHungarian date format; 
indigenous month abbreviation), dated 18 MAG [1]919. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

11.  Here on the right is a 12.VI.[19]22 example of a cancellation 
from a newly-made indigenous S.H.S. canceller. The town name 
across the top is “Sombor,” rendered in Cyrillic (the Hungarian name 
is “Zombor”).  This is the type of cancel needed pre-Trianon for (E2) 
evidence. 
 
12.  In “Obliterations and Their Absence (Part 4).” 
 
13.  Another example of a “whole” (E3) postal item for S.H.S. is the “Brcko-Zagreb” parcel card, 
Figure 62 in “Obliterations and Their Absence (Part 4).” In my terminology, “partial” (E3) pieces of 
evidence are post-Trianon feminine obliterations of Austrian cancellers by themselves.  “Partials” are 
just as good as evidence as “wholes”; “partials” are only not as dramatic as “wholes.” 
 
14.  For two other striking examples, see the Arad January 3, 1922 cancel in Figure 138, 
“Obliterations and Their Absence (Part 6),” and the Brassó August 28, 1922 cancel in Figures 52-54, 
“Obliterations and Their Absence (Part 3).” 
 
15.  For more on Romania, see Section III of “Obliterations and Their Absence (Part 3).” 
 
16.  I once remarked that town, street, and other geographical name changes are a type of the 
obliteration of history, engaged in by both the good guys and the bad guys.  See “Obliterations and 
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Their Absence (Part 3),” p. 8 (bottom), but especially notes 41 and 44.  I will deal with this 
phenomenon at length (as it occurred in Hungary and other Eastern Bloc countries) in an article 
tentatively entitled “A Tale of Ten Cities” (a deliberate and appropriate allusion to Dickens). 
 
17.  Compare this cancel with earlier Austrian cancels used in Bohemia, as reproduced by Petr 
Gebauer in “Basic Types of Czech Postmarks Since 1900,” 
www.stampdomain.com/country/czech/display.htm.  The Dobruška cancel is, apart from the 
language, his German “Wallern, BHM” cancel. 
 
18.  I have had this problem with two image programs, one simple and older (LView Pro Image 
Processor, v. 2.0), the other newer and more sophisticated (PhotoPad Image Editor, v. 2.21).  The task 
of finding software (if any) powerful enough to solve this problem should be carried out.  I have also 
not systematically studied the colors, tints, hues, etc., that present the least and the most difficulty, 
and the nature of the inks constituting the cancel.  That task, too, remains to be done.  I wonder if 
members of the Society for Czechoslovak Philately know something about this.  
 
19.  Nothing special happened among the Czechoslovakian emissions of 1920, unless the large 
Masaryk and the Chainbreakers count as celebrating Trianon.  Hungary, too, was philatelically quiet 
(and dull) in the mid-1920s.  Only Romania proudly acknowledged philatelically, but in 1919 (pre-
Trianon), the acquisition of territory.  See the overprinted issues Romania Scott 245-247. Figure 8 of 
“Obliterations and Their Absence: The Prolonged Fate of Post-WWI Hungarian Postmarks (Part 1)” 
(The News of Hungarian Philately 40:1 [January-March, 2009], pp. 17-32), displays a Scott 246 
ironically socked by a Körösbanya plus crown of St. Stephen survivor.  Such is the fruit of the pre-
affirmation of Trianon (even if the pre-affirmation turned out to be right). 
 

20.  For example (out of legions), this Bohemian Prachatice (German, 
Prachatitz) 2.XII.[19]19 cancel.  Note that the caron (the diacritic) on 
the “Č” in the country identifier is inside the “C,” not on top of it. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

21. Be careful how you spell “Biccsefalu” 
(“Bicsefalu” is wrong).  The “ccs” in “Biccsefalu” is 
(nowadays) a contraction of “cscs.”  (Similarly, 
“hosszú” is a contraction of “hoszszú” and 
“szisszen” is, gladly, a contraction of “sziszszen.”)  
Examine this cropped cover.  It’s franked with what 
at first glance seems to be a leftover Hungarian 
Harvester and a leftover Austrian Imperial Crown. (I came across the image on an online philatelic 
auction site, filatelie-klim.com.  After screen-capturing the image on January 1, 2012, I have been 
unable to find it again.  Was it sold?  What I discovered during a long search for it is that 
“Bicscsefalu” Hungarian cancels on cover or piece are expensive.  The minimum bid on a different 
online auction site for an otherwise unimpressive “Bicscsefalu” cover was 1200 €.  Members: search 
your collections for this cancel.  You might possess a gem.)  The town name on the displayed cancel, 
struck by an unaltered Hungarian survivor used in Slovakia, is “Bicscsefalu” – without the 
contraction.  This cover, dated [1]919 JAN 3, is remarkable in several ways.  First, leftover Austrian 
stamps were valid for use in the Czech (ex-Austrian) part of the new country.  But were these 
Austrian stamps valid in Slovakia, where they had never before been used?  Even if they were valid, 
it is doubtful that many were so used.  Second, the Hungarian Harvester is not from leftover stock.  

 

 

http://phist.webpark.cz/pmks/index.htm
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The stamp is Scott 179, Magyar Katalógus 276, inscribed “Magyar Posta,” released January 1919.  
How did this stamp make its way to Biccsefalu in Trencsén county, at the northeastern peak of 
Slovakia?  And how did it manage to be used as early as January 3, 1919? 
 
22.  I have seven parcel cards, all with outgoing Hungarian survivor strikes (with crowns) on 
Hradčanys, and arrival strikes made by femininely obliterated Austrian cancellers.  All seven items, 
however, are dated pre-Trianon, so do not count as pieces of (E3) evidence. 
 
23.  Census of Territorial Post Offices by Zdenék Kvasnička (1968), translated by Mark Wilson 
(Scottsdale, Arizona: Knihtisk [publisher], 2008), p. 299.  The Census is available at www. 
czechoslovakphilately.org/pdf/polist.pdf.  Notice that I am again begging off discussing the fate of 
Hungarian survivors in Carpatho-Ukraine and in Burgenland/Őrvidék, for lack of material.  If any 
reader has philatelic resources for these areas and would like to share with me (images only), please 
write: ags38@drexel.edu. 
 
24.  In “Obliterations and Their Absence (Part 6),” p. 25, I argued that concerning matters postal, the 
west vs. east geographical-ethnic divide was like the 1867 division of the Hapsburg Empire postal 
service into two separate postal administrations, one for the Austrian lands and territories and one for 
the Kingdom of Hungary. 
 
25.  I am grateful to our editor Csaba Kohalmi, who contributed in many ways, tangible and 
intangible, to this essay. 

 
 

THE EDITOR’S NOTES 
 

by Csaba L. Kohalmi 
 

 Alan Soble wrote the comments about the obliterations found on my recently acquired 
Hungarian postal card uprated with Czechoslovak franking sent from Liptóújvár to Vienna on 26 July 
1919.  All of the unofficial obliterations were added to the card by the sender. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1. Hungarian shield crossed out. 
2. Hungarian ‘LEVELEZŐ-LAP’ inscription crossed out and replaced with German 
‘Korrespondenz Karte.’ 
3. Herr Bloch used German for the inscription, so why not ‘Slowakei’ instead of ‘Slovensko’? 
4. The area of the canceller above the bridge has been excised; the date format remains 
Hungarian. 
5. The Hungarian indicium has been overwritten with ‘C S Republica.’  This is the Latinization 
of the Czech/Slovak ‘Republika.’  The German is ‘Republik.’ 
6. The Hungarian card was still valid for postal use.  The total postage paid on the card was 15h 
(5h + 10f).  The card rate to a neighboring country at this time equaled the domestic rate; i.e., 15h.  
 The December 2011 issue of Bélyegvilág published reviews of the first three issues of The 
News of Hungarian Philately from 2011 (shown on the next page). 
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 Ebay seller from Salem, 
Ohio, youneedmorestuff, sold its 
third Hungarian Tho-Ma-Zárt-
Levelező-Lap (a limited edition, 
discounted postage, advertising-
subsidized closed letter card, 
Simády #44, 6,500 copies 
printed) for $436 last fall.  The 
other two specimens were 
popular with the buyers and 
fetched bids up to $500 each.  
Still another specimen was 
offered by a seller from Israel in 
January 2012.  This time the 
price was bid up to $400.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

Lyman Caswell’s article on 
the green Szeged overprints 
appeared in The Collectors 
Club  Philatelist, Vol. 91, 
No. 1 (January-February 
2012), pages 35-45.  In 
Lyman’s own words, 
“Unfortunately, the title of 
the article doesn't tell what 
the article is actually about 
in stamp terms.  The title is, 
‘Evaluation of Forensic 
Methods for Overprint 
Analysis.’ The title was  dic- 

 tated by the Institute for Analytical Philately.  The IAP paid for the study and wanted emphasis 
placed on the high-tech work involved, rather than the stamps to which it was applied.” 
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ANSWERS TO ROBERT LAUER’S QUESTIONS FROM THE APRIL-JUNE 2011 ISSUE OF 
THE NEWS OF HUNGARIAN PHILATELY 

 
by  Csaba L. Kohalmi 

 
1.  The Catalogue of the Postage and Revenue Stamps of Hungary lists 3 sub-types of the 1867 
newspaper stamp (1a, 1b and 1c).  For a non-Hungarian speaker such as me, the explanation of the 
difference between these 3 sub-types and the note below are impenetrable.  What is the difference 
between these 3 sub-types of this issue? 
 
The illustration on the right is from the 
Magyar bélyegek kézikönyve, p. 438, 
showing the identifying marks for the three 
types of printings for the 1867 periodicals 
stamp. Type 1a shows the broken inner 
frame in the lower left corner (1) and the 
missing vertical line of the meandering 
design element in the lower right corner (2).  
Type 1b has dots connecting the top portion 
of the design to the inner frame as well as 
the top right triangle (3) and the 
meandering design show a downward 
extension (4).  Type 1c shows a dot inside 
the double frame lines in the lower left 
corner (5).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The images above were provided by Paul de Leeuw van Weenen.  

 Left to right: Type 1a stamp and enlarged detail; Type 1c stamp and enlarged detail. 
 
3.  Both Scott and 
the Catalogue of the 
Postage and Re-
venue Stamps of 
Hungary contain 
warnings about 
counterfeits of the 
2nd issue for the 
Serbian Occupation 
of Baranya.  What 
are the distin-
guishing character-
istics of the genuine 
surcharges vs. 
counterfeits on this 
issue? 
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Clues for helping to identify the genuine BARANYA II overprints were published in the Oct-Dec 1996 
issue of THE NEWS OF HUNGARIAN PHILATELY, p. 34, and are reproduced on p. 31.  Of 
course, there are other signs of authenticity, such as flat black, not shiny ink. 
 
2.  Scott, Michel and the Catalogue of the Postage and Revenue Stamps of Hungary warn of 
counterfeits of the surcharge on the first airmail issue of 1918.  What are the distinguishing 
characteristics of the genuine surcharges vs. counterfeit copies? 
 
Vic Berecz described the differences between the genuine and the forged overprints of the first 
airmail issue on page 3-54 of his book The Pioneer Period of Hungarian Airmail. The appropriate 
text is reproduced below. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4.  The Catalogue of the Postage and Revenue Stamps of Hungary contains warnings about 
counterfeits of the issues for the Serbian and Romanian occupations of Temesvár.  Scott has warnings 
for both issues that “Forgeries exist of the inverted and color error surcharges.”  Were all of the 
values of these issues counterfeited or just the errors, as Scott suggests?  What are the distinguishing 
characteristics of the genuine surcharges vs. counterfeits on these issues? 
 

The first question is easy to answer: yes, 
all values were counterfeited, not just the 
errors.  The second part is more difficult.  
Crude forgeries can be indentified by the 
lack of distinct lines that make up the 
design of the overprint.  The secondary 
shading lines that make up the numerals 
and currency designator on the Serbian 
occupation issues and the scrollwork on 
the postage due overprints are distinct, 
continuous lines.  On the Rumanian 
occupation overprints, the same test  

 

 

  

Temervár Serbian occupation, left: genuine; right: forgery 
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applies to the shading lines inside the numerals.  
The PORTO overprint on the War Aid stamp has 
small dots around the central denomination.  The 
counterfeits that I’ve seen have fewer, larger 
dots.  Also, the shading lines on the other postage 
due stamps are pretty crisp and continuous.  

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

AN INVITATION TO SEAPEX 2012 
 
 The 2012 meeting of the Society for Hungarian Philately will be held at SEAPEX, in Seattle, 
Washington, October 26-28.  SEAPEX is a trial WSP show with120 judged frames of exhibits and an 
unjudged Club Showcase section, which will include a frame from SHP.  The show will be held in the 
Exhibition Hall at Seattle Center, the site of the Space Needle and 1962 World’s Fair.  The exhibit 
jury will be made up of APS-accredited judges, including Dominick Riccio, who is knowledgeable 
about Eastern European philately.  SHP will have a board meeting and an open meeting about 
Hungarian philately at the show.  Come to Seattle, bring your exhibits, attend the meetings, visit the 
bourse, socialize with your fellow Hungarian philatelists, enjoy the ambiance of the City on the 
Sound and its fine restaurants.  For prospectus and entry form, address: SEAPEX, PO Box 98403, 
Des Moines WA 98198.  Hotels near Seattle Center are Hampton Inn (206.282.7700) and Four Points 
Sheraton (206.282.2600). 

 
 
 

PHILATELICA MAGAZINE SEEN IN PRINT 
 

  The Magyar Filatéliai Tudományos Társaság 
(MAFITT) / The Hungarian Scientific Philatelic 
Association has resurrected the Philatelica magazine 
has been dormant since 1990.  The 11/1 issue appeared 
last December.  The magazine is available on-line at 
www.mafitt.hu.  Unfortunately, only the Hungarian-
language version is viewable.  A print version has been 
published in English with intentions of having a 
German version as well. 
  The contents of the first issue included Dr. 
György Lövei’s article, First International Air Routes 
and Airmail Stamps Used; Károly Szücs’s Sheet 
Reconstruction of the Hungarian 1 Krajcár Docu-
mentary Revenue Stamp (translated by Csaba Kohalmi); 
Jenő Szabó’s The Life of Andor Bér, and András 
Dabóczyi’s Repertory for Writings of Andor Bér. 

 
 
 

PERSONAL MASCULINE OBLITERATIONS 
 

by Csaba L. Kohalmi 
 

 I received the picture of the 40f postal card shown on the next page from Paul de Leeuw van 
Weenen.  It is another example of a timely obliteration.  The card (Simády no.178) was posted from 
Aszód on 20 July 1957.  The sender, Mr. Pál Kinka neatly crossed out the small image of the so-
called Rákosi crest from the lower left corner of the indicium.  The images of the crest were a prime 
target of the revolutionary spirit that freed Hungary from communist domination in October-

 

Temervár Romanian occupation, left: genuine; right: 

forgery.  The image was provided by Robert Lauer. 
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November 1956.  During the heady days of freedom, the Kossuth-crest was re-instated as the national 
symbol only to be superseded officially by the Kádár-crest in the fall of 1957.  (See my article, The 
Philately of Hungary’s Historical Coat-of-Arms in the April-June 2010 issue of The News of 
Hungarian Philately.)  So, at the point in time that Mr. Kinka sent his correspondence to West 
Germany, he was completely correct to delete the hated and obsolete symbol from the postal 
stationery.  (Gábor Voloncs wrote about the discovery of a postal card imprinted with the Kossuth-
crest in the July-September 2004 issue of The News: A Sensational Discovery…Postal Card with 
Kossuth-crest Design from 1957.  This version apparently was printed in the summer on 1957 but 
never placed into circulation.  One card somehow escaped destruction.) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The three different crests, from 

left to right: 

Rákosi, Kossuth, Kádár 

 
 The quest for postally used obliterations inspired by Alan Soble’s series of articles brought to 
mind an obliteration that my father diligently used during his first trip back to Hungary after 1956.  
The year was 1977 when he returned by himself for a family visit.  The greeting post cards sold at 
time all carried a four-language description of the scene presented on the picture side.  The Hungarian 
text was repeated in German, English, and Russian.  In a small way of protesting the Soviet 
occupation of the land of his birth, my father crossed out the Russian text on each and every one of 
the cards he sent back to us in the United States.  He sent the card shown on the next page from 
Esztergom, the town in which he grew up in the shadow of the majestic Basilica.  The fourth line 
(Russian text) on the messaged side is crossed out. 
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2011 NEW ISSUES 
 

Issue date: 3 November 2011 
 

World Science Forum 
  

Face value: HUF 270.  Stamp size: 30 x 40mm. 
Desiger: Ervin Widerkomm.  The stamp shows the logo 
of the forum. 
Technical details: Printed using offset in sheets of 50 by 
the State Printing Office in an edition of 60,000 stamps. 

 
Issue date: 11 November 2011 

 
Religious History: Saint Martin 

 
Face value: HUF 160.  Stamp size: 35 x 45mm. 

Designer: Eszter Domé.  Photographer: József Hajdu.  The stamp shows an image of St. Martin and 
scenes from his life.  St. Martin was born in the Roman province of Pannonia (present day western 
Hungary) and died as the Bishop of Tours, France. 
Technical details: Printed using offset in sheets of 50 by the Banknote Printers in an edition of 
300,000 stamps. 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

World Science Forum stamp (top left); 

St. Martin stamp (bottom left); 

non-postal souvenir sheet issued by the Hungarian Post honoring American 

technological innovator Steve Jobs (top right).  5,000 copies of the sheet 

were printed and sold for HUF 1000 each. 
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CONCORDANCE OF CATALOG NUMBERS 
 

by Miklos Tecsy 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
/ to be continued / 

 



 

 

 
 
 

 
WANTED 

 
I am trying to complete a collection of the Hungarian “three-hole” (hármaslyukkal) punched stamps 
that were produced in 1921-1923.  I need the following five unused:  Sc 373 (Mi 364),  
Sc 381 (Mi 375), Sc 383 (Mi 377), Sc O14 (Mi official 12), and Sc O26 (Mi official 13); and a used 
Sc 118 (Mi 199).  Lyman Caswell, ruthandlyman@earthlink.net.  
 

 
 

WANTED 
 

  Any and all material dealing with the Hungarian Gendarmerie (Csendőrség) such as mailing labels, 
picture post cards, post cards, covers, cancellations, documents, photos, Gendarmerie addresses or 

addressees, anything and everything.  
Call or write: 

Zoltan Korossy 
11227 Woodson Ave. Kensington, MD 20895 USA 

tel: 301-946-2414; e-mail: zoltan@korossy.org 
 
 
 

WANTED:  Consignment material for SHP auctions. 
 

Please submit your surplus philatelic items, stamps, covers, and literature to our auction 
chairperson, Jim Gaul: 1920 Fawn Lane, Hellertown, PA 18055-2117 USA, email: 
terrynjim@verizon.net. You can set your starting price or consult with Jim to establish the 
same.  You can help de-clutter your collection, support your Society and provide a source of 
new acquisitions for your fellow members all at the same time. 

 

 

FOR SALE: BOUND VOLUMES OF THE NEWS OF HUNGARIAN PHILATELY 
 

Book # Volumes Years Cost 

1 1-3 1970-1972 $30 

2 4-6 1973-1975 $30 

3 7-9 1976-1978 $30 

4 10-12 1979-1981 $30 

5 13-15 1982-1984 $30 

6 16-18 1985-1987 $30 

7 19-21 1988-1990 $30 

8 22-24 1991-1993 $30 

9 25-27 1994-1996 $30 

10 28-30 1997-1999 $30 

11 31-32 2000-2001 $30 

12 * 33-36 2002-2005 $50 * 
 

Each book No. 1 thru 11 individually is priced at $30.00 or purchase the entire set of the first 
11 books for $320.00.  * Book No. 12 costs $50 each.  Freight fees will be added to all orders.  
Orders and inquiries should be sent to:  

H. Alan Hoover, 6070 Poplar Spring Drive, Norcross, GA 30092; tel: (770) 840-8766,  

e-mail: h.alan.hoover@hungarianphilately.org 
 
 



 

 

 

BICENTENNIAL OF THE BIRTH OF 

COMPOSER FERENC LISZT 

NEW STAMP ISSUES 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Bulgaria      Moldova 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Guinea Bissau 
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